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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, under the Chairmanship of 

the Secretary-General, met at United Nations Headquarters； New York, on 

20-21 October 1 9 5、 and at the European Office of the United Nations^ Geneva, on 

7-8 May 1959* Present at one or both of these sessions were the Directors-General 

of the International Labour Office, Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 

World Health Organization and International Atomic Energy Agency, the President 

of the Council and the Secretary-General of the International Civil Aviation 

Organization, the Vice-President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development (also representing the President of the International Finance 

Corporationthe Deputy Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, 

and the executive heads of the International Telecommunication Union, Universal 

Postal Union and World Meteorological Organization. At th® Committee's May 

session, the Secretary-General of the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 

Organization participated for the first time. 

2. The Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board, the Director of 

the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees, the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the Executive Secretary to the Contracting 

Parties to GATT, and a representative of the Executive Director of the United 

Nations International Children's Fund were also present at one or both sessions, 

and at the session in May, the Managing Director of the United Nations Special 

Fund participated in the Committee 4 work. 

II. REVIEW OF ACC MACHINERY AND PROCEDURES 

last report to the Council^ ACC stated that it proposed "to concern 

greater degree than heretofore with broad programming issues" and that 

it had decided to review its machinery and procedures "in order to 

every way possible the effectiveness of the contribution it can make 

of the Council and the governing organs of the specialized agencies
11

 # 

5. In its 

itself to a 

to this end, 

increase in 

to the work 

1/ E/3108, Annex I, para, 5争 
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k. In resolution 6 9紅 A (XXVI)， the Council noted this decision with satisfaction 

and expressed the hope that a progress report on the results of the review would Ъе 

made available to it at its twenty-eighth session. 

5. As a first step in its review, the ACC arranged for an internal study of 

existing arrangements, and possible improvements therein, to be undertaken for it 

Ъу a consultant, working In close consultation with the members of the ACC and its 

Preparatory Committee. 

6. The members of ACC believe that the basic structure of the Committee must 

conform to the Committee's major function of affording regular opportunities for 

personal contacts among the executive heads of the different members of the United 

Nations family and for exchanges - and the harmonization • of views among them. 

No basic changes in this structure or in the Committee
1

s procedures would now seem 

appropriate• 

1, This factor makes the role of the Preparatory Committee, one of whose functions 

is to ensure that proposals come before the ACC for consideration on the basis ojf 

completed staff work within each organization, all the more indispensable. 

Attention has been given, however, to possible changes in that Committee^s methods 

and procedures which might enable it to increase its effectiveness. 

8. In the first place the ACC feels it desirable to reaffirm the original terms 
2/ 

of reference of the Preparatory Committee laid dovn in 1 9 ^ 8 . I n particular, if 

it is to discharge its responsibilities effectively, the Preparatory Committee 

should be composed of high officials fully qualified to speak and act in the names 

of the members of the ACC on matters coming within the Committee's purview. 

Secondly, the Committee should have authority to refer questions to, and to 

receive reports from， all sub-committees, consultative committees, technical 

groups and working parties of the ACC. The ACC vishes to afford the Preparatory 

Committee all necessary facilities for preparing matters for final consideration 

in ACC up to the point where only the ACC itself can act. 

9,
 r

S!he ÁCC has requested the Preparatory Committee to take various steps to 

advance the preparation of the work for the ACC
1

 s sessions and thus enable the 

members of ACC to Ъе informed of its recommendations, and of any important issues 

connected therewith at an earlier stage than has hitherto been possible• In 

particular, it hüs asked the Preparatory Committee, many of whose members are 

2/ E/625, para. 7 and Annex A; E/Qk6
}
 para, k and Annex 
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normally in Geneva during the summer session of the Council，to deal then with as 

many as possible of the questions calling for the ACC's action at its autumn 

session, and at its autumn session, to lay a solid foundation for part of the work 

to be undertaken b/ the ACC in the spring. During the intervals between meetings, 

the Chairman of the Preparatory Committee has Ъееп requested to utilize to the 

full the machinery available for inter-agency consultations and co-ordination in 

New York and elsewhere» Individual agencies, moreover, should Ъе invited to 

assist, as fully as possible, in the preparation of preliminary material for the 

Preparatory Committee on matters of programme co-ordination with which they are 

primarily concerned, 

10, The ACC believes that the existing inter-agency structure of technical 

committees, working groups, etc., on economic and social matters needs to Ъе 

thoroughly overhauled with a view both to strengthening those which are making 

essential contributions and eliminating those which are no longer active or dealing 

on a continuing basis with important issues. It has requested the Preparatory 

Committee to undertake this review and make appropriate reccaumendations to the 

ACC
1

s October session. 

11^ The ACC will report further to the Council on this question as appropriate, 

III. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

12- The ACC heard a report from the Executive Chairman of the Technical 

Assistance Board on the progress of the Expanded Programme. The Executive 

Chairman pointed out that the sunmier session of the Council would mark the tenth 

anniversary of the adoption of the basic resolution of the Council 

(Resolution 222 (IX)) • which inaugurated the Expanded Programme, In the eight 

years of actual operations, 8,000 experts had served under the Programme; 

ДЛ,000 fellowships had been awarded; and $235 million had been contributed. In 

spite of grave uncertainties the financial resources of the Programme had actually 

increased • albeit modestly - each year between 1952 and 1958, although the share 

of the principal contributor had decreased from 60 per cent to k^ per cent, 

13. Unfortunately, however, total contributions had decreased in respect of 1959 

and the Board had only been able to earmark funds to carry out 9紅 per cent of the 

planned 1959 Programme. The over-all planning target for i960 was 5 per cent lower 
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than that used for 1959* Within this total some new programmes had to Ъе financed 

or expanded in Africa and in countries where new situations called for a special 

response. This meant that in some other countries programmes would have to be 

reduced by considerably more than 5 per cent, unless there were an increase in 

contributions. 

The Executive Chairman explained that certain special provisions had been 

made by the Board to assist ITU and WMO at the planning stages of the i960 

Programme, The Board had also agreed that, in respect of the initial year of its 

regular participation in EPTA, a planning figure of $600,000 be established for 

IAEA for i960, recognizing that this vas likely to fall far short of the needs to 

meet urgent requests and might therefore have to Ъе supplemented from the 

contingency fund. 

15. The Executive Chairman reported that arrangements had been made for close 

collaboration with the Managing Director of the Special Fund who wae already making 

extensive use of field officers of the Technical Assistance Board. 

16. The ACC wished to draw the attention of the Council to the serious problems 

which have arisen from the financial situation of the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance at a time vrtaen important additional demands from new countries 

and new international organizations were being made 011 its resources. It was 

earnestly hoped that serious consideration would Ъе given to the possibility of 

cbannelling through international organizations a somewhat larger proportion of 

the funds now contributed by Governments for various forms of economic and social 

assistance to less developed countries. 

17. The ACC endorsed the annual report of TAB to TAC for 1958; it also noted 

with appreciation the special report of TAB to TAC on country programming 

procedures• 

IV, THE SPECIAL FUND 

18• The ACC also heard a report from the Managing Director of the Special Fund. 

！Itie Managing Director indicated first the general perspective in which he found 

the Fund's work and responsibilities and expressed the hope that the Fund would 

Ъе able to contribute to preparing the ground for large-scale investment in 

under-developed countries. He went 011 to discuss the criteria on which the 
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Fund's first programme was being drawn up and indicated that the principal fields 

on which the Fund was at present concentrating its efforts were the surveying of 

natural resources and training. He emphasized that great care would Ъе needed ia 

selecting projects in view of the fact that the requests for assistance already 

greatly exceeded the volume of funds available. Keen interest was expressed Ъу 

the ACC In the work now being initiated by the Fund - for the execution of many 

phases of which their organizations would be responsible - and stress was laid Ъу 

certain members on the importance of human and social factors, including health, 

in the achievement of the Fund's objectives. 

V. PROGRAMME APPRAISAIS FOR THE PERIOD 1959 TO I96紅 

19. A year ago, the ACC submitted to the Council a detailed report regarding the 

preparation of the prograime appraisals and the major problems encountered in 

connexion therewith.^ It has since given attention to the further request 

addressed to it in resolution 6 9红 D (XXVI) as well as to the decisions taken Ъу 

the governing organs of certain of the specialized agencies. It has also taken 

note of the results of the consultation between repre sentative s of the Council ánd 

the Governing Body of the ILO held in October 1958,-^ as the result of which the 

ILO has agreed to co-operate in the programme appraisals. 

20. The executive heads of the agencies concerned accepted the invitation of the 

Council
1

8 Committee on Programme Appraisals to attend, or Ъе represented at, the 

Committee's two meetings held in New York in the course of the past six months. 

They have, moreover, been in frequent consultation with the United Nations 

Secretariat, which is preparing its appraisal first, and with one another on. the 

development of their plans. 

21• The Council
1

s Committee has informed the ACC of its intention to meet in 

Geneva immediately following the Council
1

s session this summer, and has invited 

the agencies concerned to arrange for senior officials responsible for the 

appraisals to meet at that time in order to discuss the structure of the 

consolidated report to be prepared by the Committee In the course of the following 

^J E/3108, para. 20, Annex II. 

У E/3186. 
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E/5108, Annex I. 

E/3108/Add.l. 

year, as well as related matters such as the servicing of the Committee
}
 the 

preparation of the initial draft of the report, and the arrangements which the 

ACC might wish to make for assisting the Committee in its task. The members of 

ACC will be glad to co-operate in the manner proposed. 

VI. CONCERTED ACTION 

22. In response to the Council's request in resolution 69k С I (XXVI), the 

Secretary-General has, in consultation with the specialized agencies concerned, 

prepared a report on the progress and prospects of the plan of concerted action in 

the field of community development ̂  for submission to the Social Commission at 

its twelfth session and for transmission Ъу the latter with any comments or 

recommendations it might have, to the Council at its twenty-eighth session. 

Considerable progress has been made in developing inter-agency action in this field 

particularly in intensifying co-operation at the country level in connexion vlth 

technical assistance activities, and Ъу promoting regional and national activities 

aimed at increasing understanding of the community development process. Of 

particular interest, in the view of ACC, are the three major studies which bave 

been undertaken on certain aspects of community development, namely, its role In 

economic and agricultural development, the public administration aspects of the 

programme, and training^ as well as the review of technical services contributing 

to community development, which currently is being undertaken Ъу the Ifaited Nations 

and the specialized agencies concerned. 

23. Last year the ACC submitted a special report to the Council on the 

possibilities of concerted action^^ together with a survey of the practical 

arrangements for ensuring co-operation and co-ordination that have been built up 

over the years in respect of a wide range of activities.-^ In the resolution 

taking note of the above report (Resolution 69k С II (XXVI))， the Council referred 

to the possibilities, which the ACC had discussed, of concerted action in the 

fields of industrialization and productivity; urbanization; water control and 

5
/
6
/
7
/
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utilization; the Mediterranean Development Project; housing, building and planning; 

and living and working conditions of indigenous proples. It requested ACC to 

report on such of the above-mentioned fields as it believed ready for further steps 

towards concerted action; and also (in Resolution 6 9紅 С III (XXVI)) to consider 

and report on "other fields of activity which might be suitable for similar 

treatment, including the effects of radiation resulting from the peaceful 

uses of atomic energy". 

2k. The ACC has given careful consideration to the possibilities of concerted 

action • or further steps in that direction - in the above fields. The results 

of its study as regards water control and utilization, the Mediterranean 

Development Project, industrialization and productivity, urbanization, housing
д 

building and planning, and the effects of radiation resulting from the peaceful 

use of atomic energy, are to be found in annex I. These results show that 

considerable progress towards concerted action is under way in regard to water 

problems and housing, building and planning; that concerted action in the strict 

sense of the term is not at present appropriate as regards the effects of atomic 

radiation, but that there is need for intensified scientific and administrative 

co-operation in each of the disciplines involved; that preliminary steps towards 

concerted action are being taken in the case of urbanization; that a limited but 

close arrangement for concerted action between the United Nations and FAO, with 

other appropriate arrangements with UNESCO and other agencies^ exists in the case 

of the Mediterranean Development Project; and that an intensification of 

consultations between individual agencies, without actual concerted action, is 

required in the case of programmes relating to industrialization and productivity. 

As regards living and working conditions of indigenous peoples, ACC confirms the 

conclusion which it reached last year, namely that present arrangements for 

inter-agency co-operation with ILO in the implementation of the Convention and 

Recommendation on this subject are satisfactory, and that the ACC is not yet in a 

position to make any proposals for further concerted action by international 

organizations in this field, 

25. Ulae ACC wishes to call attention to various forms and degrees of concerted 

action which have developed in fields not specifically referred to in the Council
f

e 

resolution. The EPTA provides an outstanding example. The work of UHICEP could 
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likewise Ъе cited, where a nuniber of agencies have, for some years, co-operated in 

a complex programme calling for "efforts from different directions". Certain new 

areas of activity, moreover, suggest themselvee where concerted action may Ъе 

required, and where the criteria set fórth by ACC in its 1958 report^/ are broadly 

applicable. 

VII. CO-ORDINATION OF ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

26. In accordance with the Council's request^/ that the ACC should keep it fully 

informed of discussions on the co-ordination of activities in the field of the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy and of measures taken in this connexion, the ACC 

submitted a detailed report, in October 1956 (E/2391), on the activities of the 

United Nations and the specialized agencies in this field. Its subsequent reports 

to the Council have made reference to the action taken to co-ordinate such 

activities. In the light of the discussion in the Council last summer, the ACC 

has now prepared a comprehensive survey, which takes into account the new situation 

created by the establishment of the IAEA. This report is reproduced in annex II. 

27. Exchanges of views and information on developnents in this field took place at 

both sessions of the ACC between the United Nations and specialized agencies 

concerned and the IAEA. The ACC welcomes the information that .the relationship 

agreements between the IAEA and the ILO (E/3193) and UNESCO (E/5187) have come into 

force, and that those which have also been approved Ъу the General Conference of 

IAEA with FAO (E/5192), WHO (E/3200) and WMO (E/J1810 are provisionally in force 

pending final action Ъу these organizations. It has also noted that an agreement 

between IAEA and ICAO is likely to Ъе concluded within the next fev months. 

28. In regard to the implementation of these agreements, the ACC has noted that 

working arrangements are being made for the award of fellowships in fields of joint 

interest, for inter-agency consultations on individual meetings relating to the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy, and for the briefing of field missions being 

despatched by the IAEA and for making the findings of these missions available to 

the other organizations concerned. A broad indication has been given of the IAEA 

8/ E/5108, Annex I, para. 7. 

9/ Council resolution 630 (XXII)， Annex, para. 16. 
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plans for such meetings in i960, and stress has been laid on the importance of 

exchanging plans at the earliest possible stage so as to enable other interested 

agencies to Ъе associated from the outset with whichever agency is taking the 

initiative in the planning and holding of meetings of joint interest. 

VIII. CONSULTATIONS ON ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS 

29• The inter-agency consultations oa problems relating to community development 

have been alluded to above• Much detailed consultation in respect of current 

activities has also taken place on the subjects in regard to which the possibility 

of concerted action have been explored and especially vater resource utilization 

and developnent^ the effects of radiation resulting from the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy, housingj building^ and planning
f
 and urbanization. As regards the 

last two subjects, references to recent discussions and joint studies are contained 

in annex I# As regards water resources, last year
1

 s inter-agency meeting was, in 

the ACC
1

s view, particularly productive, and its substantive work will be reflected 

in the iuter-agency report to the Council next spring. ！The ACC gave its approval 

to a definition of agency responsibilities in hydrology^ recommended Ъу the meeting 

endorsed a recommendation that UNESCO should assume further responsibilities in 

the classification and standardization of terminology in the water resources field 

and noted that WHO has taken steps in collaboration with UNESCO to develop a 

glossary in several languages of sanitary engineering terms. As regards the 

effects of radiation, consultations were arranged between the appropriate official摹 

of the United Nations and the IAEA towards the end of the General Assembly
1

s 

ses8ion with a view to facilitating the work of IAEA in implementing the programme 

in the field of health and safety in 1 9 5 9， and that of the United Nations 
• • . . . . “ 

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation in planning its future 

activities. 

50. In its last report to the Council,^^ the ACC referred to the setting up of 

a Sub-Committee on Commodity Problems. Since then the Sub-Committee met in 

July 1958, with the Ttoited Nations, FAO, IMF and GATT participating, and in 

January 1959, with these same organizations, as well as ILO represented. Recent 

¡0/ E/3108, para. 26. 
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developments in the commodity field were reviewed in some detail, and arrangements 

were made for inter-agency co-operation in preparing documentation for the various 

inter-gpvermnental meetings in the commodity field and, In particular, the 

Commission on International Commodity Trade. Similarly, it vas agreed to foster 

informel contacte and exchanges of views with officers of the various commodity 

councils and study groups. Under the auspices of the Sub-Committee, an inter-

agency meeting on long-range demand and supply projections vas held in 

September 1958. This meeting, in view of the ACC, constituted a useful stqp 

towards developing and co-ordinating, within the United Nations family, the work 

in tbis field, vhich is assuming considerable importance • Although discussion 

was largely concentrated on European projections, it is considered desirable that 

in future the subject should be dealt with on a broader basis. A summary of the 

results of that consultation is to be found in annex III. 

51 • ACC notes the programme of vork recommended by the Commission for the next 

several years, vhich includes the folloving： impact on international commodity 

trade of fluctuations in economic activity in industrial countries; national 

and international measures to deal with fluctuations in primary commodity markets; 

and procedures for assembling estimates over the medium term of prospective supply 

and demand In commodity markets• The next session of the Sub-Committee ie to Ъе 

held in Geneva in July 1959，when commodity problems are under consideration by the 

Council • At that time, the Sub-Committee will consult on the inqplementation of 

the programme outlined above. 

32. The question of statistics for social programmes has been the subject of 

increasing interest to the Statistical and Social Commissions ae well as the 

governing organs of some of the specialized agencies• Since a large part of tho 

work on this subject is the responsibility of the specialized agencies, arrangements 

have Ъееп made by the United Nations, ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO, with a view to 

stimulating the development of statistics required for social programmes and of 

strengthening work in this field. In particular, a temporary inter-agency vorktog 

group bee been established^ in order to (а) со垂ordinate programmes for st&tletleal 

projects vhich need to be developed jointly by several agencies, such as the 
*•‘ V' 

Compendium of Social Statistics; (b) develop a common statistical framework for 

social prograimes at the national level； and (。•）agree upon the distribution of 
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responsibilities and programmes for work in fields which are of interest to more 

than one agency, as, for instance, in work of household surveys. The working 

group is to include not only statisticians but also officers of the departments 

dealing with social programmes and a first meeting is planned for September 1959. 

53• General Assembly resolution 12б0 (XIIl) requested "the Secretary-General, 

in со- operation with UNESCO and the other specialized agencies concerned vith 

the peaceful applications of science as well as the IAEA, to arrange for a survey 

to be made on the main trends of enquiry in the field of the natural sciences..."• 

It vas agreed at the ACC's October session, tbat tha Secretary-General of the 

United Nations, jointly with the Director-General of UNESCO and in consultation 

vith the executive beads of the other agencias concerned, should appoint a 

special consultant to plan and edit the survey; and that UNESCO would tben act 

as the focal point in the operation, obtaining contributions from the interested 

agencies within tbeir respective fields of con^etence. The ACC envisaged that the 
' ' ^ " . ‘ ； -, * > • ‘ ‘ ‘ 

special consultant would work in collaboration vith an advisory committee 

consisting of representatives designated Ъу the United Nations, ILO, FAO, UNESCO, 

WHO, ICAO, WMO and IAEA. Tbese various arrangements bave bsen put into effect; 

the special coaaultant was appointed, and the advisory committee has held t>ro 

sessions at UNESCO bouse in Paris. An interim report, transmitting. Inter alia, 

a list of topics to Ъе covered in the survey, is being sutmitted by the 

Secretary-General to the Council
P 

5紅.The Economic and Social Council in its resolution 695 (XXVI) invited UNESCO 

to prepare in ço^operation vith the United Nations and the interested specialized 

agencid^. and IAEA адб. to submit to the Council at an early session, a survey of 

international relations and exchanges in the fields of education, science and 

culture• Ap inter-agency consultation has Ъееп held to determine the contribution 

to Ъе made to tbe. survey Ъу the interested international organizations. 

55• Inter-agency со睡operation and co-ordination in all social fields - including 

community development, urbanization and housing which are discussed elsewhere in 

this report - is reviewed annually and reported on to ACC Ъу an 

Inter-Agency Meeting on Social Programmes• Taking into account the special e t r e M 

laid Ъу the Council on the interrelación of economic and social development, as 

veil as the establishment of the Economic Commission for Africa and the creation 
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of the Special Fund, the meeting last year felt that it should concern itself to 

a greater degree than heretofore (1) with examining problems of over-all 

socio-economic policy and projects relating to balanced economic and social 

development, and (2) with considering in a regional context the social programmée 

of the United Nations and the speclalizecL agencies. The ACC endorses these 

recommendations and trusts that it may prove possible to arrange the participation 

of certain of the Executive Secretaries of the regional economic commissions in 

the broad inter-agency socio-economic consultations to be held this siumer« 

36. Among the consultations that have occurred in the past year in particular 

social fields, mention may Ъе made of a useful inter-agency review of intermtional 

assistance in tbe field of rehabilitation of the physically handicapped^ Ways and 

means vere studied of bringing rehabilitation services to rural areas, particularly 

in economically гшйег-developed countries, and various recommendations, bearing on 

the planning and execution of technical assistance projects, vere formulated* 

Non-governmental organizations have recently inceased their contribution to the 

rehabilitation programme in the form of experts, equipment and fellowships to 

project s such as demonstration centres, seminars and training courses, and ACC 

feels that co-operation with them should Ъе further strengthened• 

37» Consultations have likewise been held, under the auspices of ACC, on recent 

developments in the work on Indicators of levels of living, and it is felt that the 

time is ripe to bring up to date the 1953 report on this subject. In discussions 

0x1 family living studies, household enquiries and related studlee, the need to 

obtain a fuller exchange of information vas recognized. Steps have been taken to 

review activities in this field, to improve methods of co-ordination^ and prepare 

a list of statistical items vhich voulcl appropriately form the basis of multi-

8ubject household enquiries on levels of living. 

58• Under tbe auspices of ACC, ILO convened in November 1958 a meeting of the 

Technical Working Group on Migration, in vhich the United Nations, UUHCR, ILO, 

UNESCO, WHO, the Inter-Governmental Committee on European Migration, the 

Council of Europe, the European Coal and Steel Community and the European Economic 

Community participated. The ACC has taken note vith interest of the desire 

eaqpreesed by OAS to secure the co-operation of other international organizations 

in the preparation of a study on migration to Latin America. As a result of its 
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request, there havé Ъееп consultations between OAS and the agencies concerned at 

the initial stage of the survey; such consultations will Ъе continued as required. 

59. Close co-operation between the United Nations, ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO in 

matters relating to Non-Self-Governing Territories has continued. On tbe baele 

of a series of consultations to which references have been made in previous reports 

of the ACC,出substantial contributions have Ъееп made Ъу ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO 

to the Ten Years' Progress Report on Non-Self-Governing Territories, which is being 

submitted to the General Assembly at its fourteenth session. For the 1959 session 

of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories UNESCO has 

undertaken the responsibility for studies on compulsory and free education, and 

fundamental education and eradication of illiteracy; ILO, on vocational training; 

FAO, on agricultural education and extension services; and WHO, on medical training 

in Kon-Self-Governing Territories. 

lrô. It should Ъе noted that the inter-agency consultations referred to in this 

section have, to an increasing extent, involved the regional commissions of the 

United Nations. This reflects the extension in the scope of the work being 

undertaken in these commissions, as well as the need to associate them with many 

of the individual agency programmes. .Exançles of this sort of co-operative action 

include the proposed UNESCO-ECLA Joint project to study the teaching of economic 

sciences in Latin America and the WHO-ECE study on vater pollution problemr in 

European rivers. 

Ul. At the first session of the new Economic Commission for Africa there was 

presented a special report ^ d e s c r i b i n g the current activities in Africa of 

members of the United Nations family. Following the session, in vhich nine of the 

specialized agencies took part, a number of working arrangements were put in band 

to provide for co-operative action between the Commission and several of these 

agencies, especially designed to meet the needs of the countries of the African 

continent over a vide range of problems. Agreement vae reached between ECA and the 

FAO to establish a joint agricultural division vithin ECA, i.e. similar to those 

existing within ECE, ECAFE and ECLA. Discussions have also taken place between 

the Commission and ILO, UNESCO, WHO, among other agencies, concerning future 

co-operation. 

11/ E/S995，pare. 21 j "*/Э1.0в, para. 2T 

12/ E/CK.lU/5 
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IX. FREE THE WORLD PROM HUNGER CAMPAIGN 

h2. The ACC discussed the question of the Free the World from Hunger ceunpalgn 

on the basis of a note which vas submitted Ъу the Director-General of FAO. It 

noted that the over-all objectives of the campaign were those of (i) achieving 

better understanding of the problem of providing adequate food for present and 

future populations In the light of the rapid population increase and of the methods 

by which the gap between available and optimum food supplies can Ъе met, and (ii) 

stimulating countries to take action aimed at bridging the gap. 

U3. ！The ACC discussed the basis on which the other members of the United Nations 

ftoily might rcake a practical contribution to the can^aign. FAO had already 

circulated a tentative list of publications to provide "background information 

vbich would Ъе prepared Ъу FAO and other co-operating international organ!zatione
f 

and vhlch had been dravn up on the basis of discussions between senior officials 

of FAO and those of the United Nations, ILO, UNESCO and WHO. 

UU. /ТЬе Secretary-General of the United Nations and the executive heads of ILO
# 

UNESCO, WHO, IAEA, IBRD, UPU and Ш0 expressed their villingnesB to co-operate 

fülly vithin the limite of their available staff and financial resources, subject 

to decisions Ъу their governing organs, as appropriate. 

U5. The ACC vill consider at a later stage vhether any special machinery is needed 

to facilitate co-operation arnoog the agencies supporting the can^aign. 

X. PUBLIC INFORMATION 

At its twenty-sixth session,^^the Council stressed the importance of 

providing publicity for international economic and social york and of co-ordinating 

more closely tbe activities of the various public information eervices, and 

expressed the hope that the ACC would consider this subject, taking account of 

the report of the expert committee on the public information activities of the 

United Nations to be presented to the General Assembly at its thirteenth session. 

1¿/ Council resolution 69U (XXVl), Annex, Para. 12 
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¡i-7. At the request of the ACC, this question has accordingly been examined Ъу its 

Consultative Committee on Public Information, in the light of the expert 

committee's report,^/ the recommendations thereon Ъу the Secretary-General^^ and 

action taken by the General A s s e m b l y T h e report annexed hereto (see annex IV) 

sets forth tdie views of the ACC on action which might Ъе taken by Governments and 

international agencies to promote the puirposes of the above-mentioned resolution 

of the Council and of similar resolutions on the matter. 

U8. There vas a general consensus in the Committee that the activities of the 

Visvial Services Board (formerly the United Nations Film Board) should be expanded, 

it being understood that the necessary administrative and financial arrangements 

would Ъе vprked out on an ad hoc Ъав1в among the organizations taking part in tho«e 

activities. 

XI. ADMIKISTBATIVE AND FINANCIAL QUESTICMS 

紅9. The members of the ACC will bring to the attention of the General Assembly 

and, as appropriate, the competent organs of the specialized agencies and the ZAIA. 

the recormnendatlone resulting from their consultations 011 administrative and 

financial questions. These questions related Inter alia to the international 

salary system, including the vork of the Ejq>ert Committee on Post Adjustments; 

conditions of service of short-term staff and of general service staff; social 

security matters; dependency definitions； travel policy matters; the survey 

of common grading standards vhlch is being undertaken Ъу ICSAB; contributions 

scales; inter-ageacy transfer policies; and certain questions raised by the 

Joint Panel of Auditors. The question of ensuring optimum common use of 

conference personnel in Europe and the question of meeting facilities in the 

Palais dee Nations In Geneva were also examined. 

Ik/ A/3928. 

12/ A/39^5. 

16/ General Assembly resolution 1555 (XIII). 
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ANNEX I 

CONCERTED ACTION 

A. WATER RESOURCES 

I. Introduction 

1. It ie now several years since the Council, Ъу resolution (XII ) of 

9 March 1951/ first laid es^baeis on the importance of international co-operation 

in the field of water resourcee control and utilization. In résolution 417 (XIV) 

of 2 June 1952, it dealt at length with the importance of effective use and control 

of water resources for economic development, with the many-sided and interdependent 

character of water problems, with the contribution that international organizations 

could and should plày and the necessity for a close co-ordination among them; and 

it proceeded to request the Secretary-General, in consultation with the specialized 

agencies and other organizations concerned, inter alia "to assume reeponelbllity 

for the organization and co-ordination of international activities concerning 

water resources development and co-operative action among international authorities 

and International organizations in order to secure the maximum contribution to 

economic development through the effective development, control, and uee of vater 

resources"• 

2. As a means of ln^lemeuting thie resolution^ consultations were held between 

the United Nations and the specialized agencies more Immediately concerned. A 

first Inter-agency meeting on vater resources control and utilization took place 

in the summer of 195紅，in \diich the necessity of an integrated approach to the 

problems in this field vas recognized and a basis for close co-operation at the 

vorklng level between the various United Nations agencies and services concerned 

with vater questions vae laid. 

3. QQie work of the United Nations organizations in the field of vater resources 

and the development of co-operation etmoung them have been brought to the Council's 

attention in a series of detailed reports, the latest of idiich entitled 

"International Co-operation with respect to Water Resources Development" vae 

submitted Ъу the Secretary-General to the Council's twenty-fifth session.饭e 
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Council, at that session， by resolution 675 (XXV), requested the Secretary-General 
and the specialized agencies "to keep the interrelated problems of water resources 
under continuous review and, to this end, to develop a programme of studies 
relating to such problems, giving priority for concerted action to the questions 
enumerated in chapter IV of the above-mentioned report /ot the Secretary-General/ 
and to integrated river basin development, and to report to the Council at ite 
twenty-ninth session on the progress achieved at the national and international 
levels in regard to the above items, including appropriate recommendations 
concerning further action vhich might be taken by the Council and the specialized 
agencies1' • 
h. Since a further full report has to be submitted to the Council next spring, 
the ACC confines itself at this stage to a succinct statement regarding the 
development and further possibilities of concerted action in this field* 

II. Machinery for co-ordination and concerted action 

5» The inter-agency meetings on vater resources control and development referred 

to in paragraph 2 have been held annually since 195紅拳 At these meetings^ as 
reported periodically Ъу the ACC to the Council, the work of all tbe organizations 
concerned has been systematically reviewed and a common approach developed* A 
meeting of experts on integrated river basin development, yúích took place in 
pursuance of Council resolution 599 (XXX) of 3 May 1956, commended the efforts 
and the results of the inter-agency meetings• It was felt, at the same time, that 
some strengthening of the Secretariat arrangements was needed* Acting upon this 
suggestionj the Council, in resolution 675 (XXV) requested the Secretary-General 
"to take appropriate measures for the establishment, within the Secretariat, of a 
centre to promote co-ordinated efforts for the develoj>ment of water resources1� 
6. The above recommendation has now been put into effect. The Water Resources 
Development Centre has been set up at United Nations Headquarters and has become 
the focal point for concerted action among the United Nations agencies in the 
field of vater resources• As one of its main objectives^ the Centre endeavours 
to ensure that a common approach is adopted in the various vater resources projeete 
and that the most fruitful use ie made of the coinpetence existing within the 
various organizations of the United Nations family. 
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7. The functions of the Centre are, briefly: 
(a) to keep the interrelated problems of vater resources under 
continuous review; 
(b) to co-ordinate the systematic study Ъу the various organizations 
concerned of problems related to water resources development in general 
and river basin developnent in particular; 
(c) to strengthen and ensure good co-ordination of 
activities in respect of vater resources; 
(d) to foster in the case of international rivers, 
collection of relevant data, the study of tentative 
and the bringing together of the parties concerned; 
(e) to promote efforts towards the formulation of principles of international 
law applicable to water resources developmentj and 
(f) to foster the diffusion of relevant information ammg governmente and 
interested organizations. 

Ô. The Centre will work cloeely with the inter-agency meetings referred to above, 
地 i c h ， under the aegis of the ACC； will advise on the general policies of ibe Centre 

The Centre, in carrying out its activities, will not only rely on engineering^ 
technical and otíier facilities existing at Itoited Nations Headquarters but will also 
draw upon those in regional secretariats and In the specialized agencies and IAEA* 
In some cases it may be useful to call on the services of individual everts 

obtained on an ad hoc basis, in consultation with the agencies concerned. 
9. in many instances, requests for technical aseletance in vater development have 

been related to specific local problems without reference to the broader interests 
and problems involved. It is proposed that the Centre be informed of all requests 
dealing with water resources In order to allow comment on their possible 

interrelationships, to promote a better understanding of the problème involved and 

to facilitate the promotion of concerted action among the Itoited Nations 
organizations directly responsible for implementation. It ebould Ъе noted that an 

analysis is being made of the experience gained Ъу technical assistance water 

esqperts in order to single out the specific problems requiring further research 

and study for the benefit of water development schemes, especially in 
under-developed areas. 

technical assistance 

as appropriate, the 
programme sehemee 
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10. The Centre and the United Nations Organizations will act together to prepare 
material for publications on various aspects of water resources development and 
utilization. ！These publications are intended to neet the needs in the newly 
developed countries for up-to-date information, to assist such Government personnel 
as heads of departments, senior technicians and members of development boards 
in planning the bebt development and use of their countries1 water resources* An 
example of such a publication is the report of the panel of experts on "Integrated 
River Basin Development". Other subjects would be techniques relating to vater 
resources surveys, and the value and cost of water for different uses. Such 
studies could follow lines similar to those adopted in the preliminary report 
already published on "Water for Industrial Uses" (E/5058). 

III. Fields suitable for concerted action 

U . Without lasting them in order of priority of significance, the following 
problems are among those on ̂ hich concerted action hae been sponsored by the 
Centre and agreed upon among the Itoited Nations organizations concerned: 

(a) .Water pollution 

12. Surface as well as underground water pollution are creating increasing hasards 

in both under-developed and developed areas. Aside from the effects of polluted 
. 

vater on health, great vater resources can Ъе so contaminated as to make them unfit 
for human, agricultural or industrial use. The problem bas Ъееп approached by the 
different agencies from several directions, seminars have been held, drinking 
vater standards have been published and consultants assigned to requesting • i 

countries to prepare vater pollution lave as well ae administration organization 
for the control of polluted vater. It is proposed that IAEA and WHO Ъе closely 
associated in the field of radioactive waste disposal. The Water Resources Centre 
will give aittentlori to alerting Governments of the need, in newly developing 
industrial areae, fôr preventing pollution, and will advise on measures for the 
control óf such, pollution with the help of the United Nations organizations 
concerned* 
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(b) Groimdvater resources appraisal, exploitation and conservation 

13. The Council has resolved that the Centre should play a substantial role in 
fostering groundvater development• The volume of requests for technical 
assistance in the field directed at all United Nations organizations, as well as 
the activities carried out Ъу these organizations within their own regular 
programme, ha& been increasing steadily. Water supplies for urban and rural 
populations у the interests of industry and agriculture and public health affect 
several United Nations orgajaizations and must all Ъе considered \Aien appraising 
and developing a natural resource, the lack of which is already a limiting factor 
to development in certain areas• 
lk. Increasing use is being made throughout the world of groundvater as a 
source of supply for both large and small communities• In regions \ôiere economic 
development is already advanced the pollution of underground vater Ъу industrial 
vastes has created serious health hazards • The use of groundwater for the 
combined uses of irrigation and rural vater supplies has already attracted the 
interest of both FAO and WHO. 
15• It is proposed that the Centre will, with the help of a consultant, review 
systematically the work being done in the field of groundwater with a view to 
determining with the organizations concerned the problems} coverage，gaps, etc. 
vhich exist• As a second step, the Centre will arrange for the convening towards 
the end of 1959 of an inter-organization group of specialists will Ъе entrusted 
with the preparation of reports on selected problems related to the exploitation 
and conservation of groundvater resources• 

(c) Integrated river basin development 

l6• The Council has attached priority to integrated river basin development, as a 
field for concerted action and special attention is being given Ъу the Centre 
and by the organizations concerned • лйа!сЬ include РАО, UNESCO, WHO, WMO as well 
as IBRD and the United Nations - to the manifold problems that may decide success 
or failure of every river basin development scheme. An example of concerted action 
in this field Is connected with the Lower Mekong Basin Project, where the Itoited 
Nations^ FAO and V/Ш have helped draw up a co-ordinated programme for detailed 
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investigations for the next few years• The programme is now under consideration Ъу 
the co-ordinating committee of the four countries concerned0 Its implementation 
should lead to further concerted action among all organizations interested in 
various aspects of water resources development• 

(d) Climatology 

17* Climatology is another suitable field for concerted action. The observations, 
studies and research that WMO might undertake on bioclimatology and agroclimatology 

will Ъе of particular assistance to the FAO*s plant production projects and to 

UNESCO's arid zone programmea Ths recent Third Congress of WMO has decided that 
special attention should Ъе given during the third financial period of the 
Organization to the participation of the United Nations, FAO and UNESCO in joint 
projects vhich have important meteorological and climatological implications• 

(e) Development of arid and semi-arid regions 
18. A start has been made Ъу FAO and UHESCO on concerted action within certain 
fields related to the problems of arid zonec, the РАО/UNESCO ecological map 
of the Mediterranean zone; plant-vater relationships; soil salinity and brackish 
vaters; the PAO/UDJESCO desert locust ecological survey, etc с Continuing attention 
\rLll be given Ъу ths se agencies, and others, to enlarge the scope of specific 
Joint activities� Experience seems to indicate, for instance^ that a broad 
training programme for engineers and technicians in countries belonging to the arid 
zone vould form a good basis for concerted actione Similarly, the first effects 
made for an ecological map cf the Mediterranean zone show the need for a broad 
cartographic programme, including all subjects essential for arid zone development 
in the area stretching from North Africa to India, vb^ch could Ъе prepared through 
concerted action. Such a programme would deal to a considsrable extent with 
hydrological problems. 

(f) Water cadastres 

19. A preliminary study of the possibilities of establishing water cadastres 
useful for areas "where water resources development is needed but where adequate 
systematic meesrîrcïïients are not available, has been started under the sponsorship 
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of the Centre• It is intended to serve as a basis for further concerted studies 
Ъу the Iftiited Nations organizations dealing with water resources» 

B . H O U S I N G ； B U I L D I N G A M D P L A N N I N G 

20. In its last report,^/ ACC referred to arrangements made for convening an 
inter-secretariat vorking gro^p to discuss a draft long-range programme of 
concerted action in the field of housing, building and planning, prepared by the 
Secretary-General• Various inter-agency consultations on the question, within 
the ACC framework，have been held during the past year, on the basis of \Ailch the 
Secretary-General has submitted a draft "long麵range programme of concerted 
international action in the field of low-cost housing and related community 
facilities" to the 1959 session of the Social Commission,^/ and on vhich the 
Commission is to report to the Council at its twenty-eighth session. In so doing, 
the Secretary-General has taken into account the conclusions reached Ъу ACC, at 
its October 1958 session/ that the housing situation throughout the world called for 
increased efforts by the international organizations; that such efforts, in order 
to be effective, should Ъе directed tovards certain narrowly defined major problem 
areas of the broad field of housing^ building and planning; and that attention 
should Ъе focuesed on assisting Governments especially in the less-developed areas 
of the world in the planning and execution of programmes designed to extend 
low-cost housing and related community facilities• These programmes should Ъе 
conceived in vays >diich would mobilize to the fullest extent available public 
and private resources; Including resources outside the building industry, and in 
particular the efforts of the peoples themselves• 
21• ACC fully endorsee the recommendations as regards a concerted long-range 
programme devoted to low-cost housing and related community facilities, as 
presented to the Social Commission; and in particular, the singling out of certain 
main areas of vork to vhich it vas felt special attention should Ъе given,namely， 

planning, organization and administration of programmes for low-cost housing and 

1/ E/5108, Annex I， para. 13. 
2/ E/CN.5/339-
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community facilities； mobilization of individual and group efforts for extending 

low-cost housing, provision of community facilities, increase in the productivity 

and capacity of the building industry^ and education and training• 
22. It is aware of the considerab?ue difficulties that may have to be faced in 

the detailed planning of a concertad prograümie for low-cost housing and related 

community facilities stretching over a period of five to seven years• It is of 

the opinion， however, that the urgency of most of the current problems will not 

lessen, but may indeed become more pronounced as time goes Ъу。 For administrative 

and budgetary reasons and because of the need to retain flexibility in adapting 

activities to changing requirements and opportunities； forward planning must ia 
many cases Ъе considered as highly provision^lj it is useful^ however^ in order 

to ensure that the resources available to the participating agsncies are utilized 
in a co-ordinated and effective manner� 
23. A plan of concerted action in this field would require the governing bodies 

of the participating organizations to из&е the necessary administrative and 

budgetary provisions, so that joint projects within the framevork of a proposed 
long-range programme of concerted action could be initiated at an early date* The 

question of housing is one of the ittnz on the адэпйз of t'ae i960 session of the 

International Labour CnnSerence, an^ subsequent to consideration of the matter by 

the Conference； the Governing Body of the ILO will consider what further action Ъу 
ILO may Ъе desirable. Similarly, the draft programma of PAO for i960 and 1961 

is expected to provida for a slight strengthening of the organization5 s activities 
in the housing field, and it is understood that FAO vould give early 
consideration to any new projects which the concerted action programme might 
require. Similarly, the Executive Board of UNESCO may wish to discuss in 1959 

the general implications of the proposed programme, and the UNESCO General 
Conference^ in i960， may wish to authorize projects relating to a concerted 
programme of low-cost housing to begin in 1961. Filially, the Executive Board 
of WHO and the World Health Assembly, in i960; may wish to examine for I961 

projects involving their participation in a concerted programmee. Thus, it is 

anticipated that more intensive action vithin the terras of the proposed programme 

for low-cost housing and related community facilities could begin in 1961, after a 
review of the concerted prograinme Ъу tha Council at its thirtieth session in 

July 1960. 
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C. URBANIZATION 

A year ago, ACC expressed the that at that stage the field of 
urbanization did not meet the criteria for programmes of concerted action which 
it had forraula-ed, and that it would Ъе premature to decide whether urbanization 
might later Ъе a suitable subject for such action. At -Uie same time, it 
expressed its strong support of joint seminars in which various agencies could 
participate, as well as co-ordinated field projects and over-all reports on this 
subject. The existing schedule of regional seminars on urbanization problems 
and related studies undertaken jointly Ъу the United Nations end UMESCO did in 
fact constitute, In a limited sense, a programme of concerted action. 
25. ACC has now reconsidered the question, in the light of the Council's request 
in resolution 69^ С II (XXVI) and of a study made Ъу дп inter-secretariat 
working party, vhich vas requested to review the problems of urbanization, to 
identify areas of activity within the troad field involving several agencies， 

and to explore the desirability and feaeibility of concerted action in those 
areas. It has reached the conclusion that it would be desiráble.to undertake 
joint surveys in different regions, which would assess on the spot the most urgent 
problems of a social, economic and administrative kind in the field of 
urbanization that could appropriately Ъс dealt with by the co-ordinated efforts of 
different services witbin Governments; vhich would examine cases of co-ordinated 
efforts between such services, where they exist; and would prepare recommendations 
for further action. The surveys would thus not Ъе solely of a fact-finding 
nature, since as one of their tasks they would aim at assisting Governments and 
enabling the agencies to make recoromsndations for expanded and concerted inter-
agency action. This approach, which vas tested and found useful in evolving üie 
concerted progrenme ior community development, vould, in ACC's opinion, help to 
meet the needs of Governments effectively and lead to practical results. 
26. ACC notes that the Secretary-General, in consultation vith the specialized 
agencies concerned, has submitted to the Social Comolssion at its twelfth 

2/ E/3108, Annex I, para. 17• 
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session,-' plans for certain joint survey missions. These missions would 
constitute the first stage of a process that might lead to a concerted programme; 
on the basis of their findings, it might Ъе found desirable to plan joint pilot 
projects,油ich could Ъе undertaken, at the request of Goverrunents； in specific 
localities. 

D. INDUSTRIALIZATION AND PRODUCTIVITÏ 

27. In its last report,^ ACC e:q)ressed the view that in the field of 
induetricüizatioii and productivity "a development of existing arrangements for 
co-operation seems more appropriate at this stage than concerted action". Tbe 
en^haeis, it considered, should Ъе on making the existing arrangements for 
inter-secretariat co-operation as fully effective as possible. It went 011 to 
state that ad hoc arrangements should Ъе devised for certain projects \dilch were 
to Ъе, or might Ъе, carried out by United Nations Headquarters and the regional 
commissions in fields vhich. also involve the particular coinpetence of one or more 
of the specialized agencies. Projects involving studies of the development of 
the fertilizer industry and the pulp and paper industries, projects relating to 
industrial management, studies of the relative use of capital and labour in 
certain industrial processes, and projects related to the establishment of 
institutes of hi曲er technical education, were cited as illustrations. 
25. The Council, at its twenty-seventh session, has approved^/ a new progranme of 
work on industrialization questions for the United Nations Secretariat. It will 
have before it, at its twenty-eighth session, the annual reports by the ILO, FAO • 
and UNESCO, which will record ад intensification of their respective activities 1д 
this broad area. Each of these work programmes is, by and large^ distinct and 
well defined. There are, at the same time, areas vhere two or more agencies have 

î
t
/
5
/
6
/
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direct interests; for exemple, questions of management and training (United 
Natioiis, ILO and UNESCO), questions relating to certain agricultural procès sine; 
industries (United Nations and FAO), questions relating to the social 
implications of industrialization (United Nations, ILO, UHESCO and WHO). In 
such areas of joint concern, experience has shown that co-ordination and 
co-operation can Ъе satisfactorily achieved Ъу means of direct consultations 
between responsible officials end, as reqjiired, the convening of special inter-
agency meetings. ACC remains of the view that there would be no justification 
for attempting to elaborate a programme of "concerted action" at this stage or 
for establishing new formal inter-secretariat machinery embracing all the agencies 
concerned with industrialization and productivity. 

Б. THE №DITSRRAHEAN EEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

29, Ibe basic objectives of the Mediterranean Development Project in which FAO 
is now engaged is to accelerate the restoration and development of tiie land and 
vater resources of the region for agriculture^- greaing. -and forestry-purposes, 
and, Ъу formulating-Ъа1а11се<1 action proposals, to contribute to its economic and 
social advancement. Œbese proposals will primarily deal with protection of soils 
and crops against erosion, reclamation, raising productivity in agriculture and 
forestry, provision of eraployment and the achievement of social improvements. 
The proposals will relate to the scope and composition of investment, measures 
for technical iniprovement and institutional and other obstacles Vhich have 
hitherto preverrfceà sustained growth. They are to Ъе properly adjusted to one 
another and appropriately -phased. They are also to pay due regard to the claims 
of other sectors of ttie economy whose simultaneous development is to some extent 
a condijbion of, and in any case necessary to, the full development of each 
covmtry. 
30. In view of tbe broad scope of the Project, which includes several aspects 
outside PAO1s competence； arrangements for consultation and co-operation with 
other United Nations "bodies and agencies were initiated at an early stage of the 
work and subsequently fur-ttter developed. Three phases Xn work on tbe Project 
can Ъе distinguished, which are briefly described below. 
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31» The first рЬавс oí the Project ь tar ted in March/April 1957, following 
consultations between РАО and ECE, and consisted in the preparation of an 
interim report and four country studies, which were submitted for consideration 
to the ninth session of the РАО Conference in November 1957* ïbe work was 
financed by a special allocation from the TAB Chairman's contingency f\md* While 
contacts were maintained with United Nations Headquarters} as well as БСЕ and 
other agencies, the first phase vas largely an PAO undertaking. 
52甎 The second phase of the Project^ vhich began with the FAO Conference approval 
of the Director-General1 s proposals for further vork on the Mediterranean 
Development Project， is now in progress• After the Conference, arrangements vere 
put in hand early in 1958 for datailed reappraisal, in the light of the Conference 
discussions, of the objectives of the Project and of the manner in \âiich the vork 
might best be carried out. For this purpose the Director-General of FAO 
established a small working party, consisting of representatives of the Divieione 
directly concerned (Agriculture, Economics anâ Forestry), to formulate a set of 
preliminary proposals for his consideration^ These proposals were communicated to 
the Waited Nations and other interested agencies, together with an invitation to 
participate in a series of meetings at PAO headquarters • The meetings took place 
in April 1958 and vere attended̂ JT̂ ĉxfficisls irom United -Hâtions JHeadquarters, 
БСБ and UNESCO. 
35• In the course of the discussions, appropriate arrangements were worked out foy 
co-operation and consultation between the agencies concerned. These provided for 
participation of United Nation曰 eeonomists and technical assistance -experts in the 
work of the country teams^ and the assignmsnt to FAO headquarters of a senior 
economist of the United Nations Department for Economic and Social Affaire, for 
the purpose of participating in the preparation of the country reports and the 
over-all report and assisting in their review. Arrangements vere also made for 
consultation on a continuing basis with some of the specialized agencies, idiich 
uAdertook^ inter alia, to provide information and background data in their 
respective-fielda^of wrk. 
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These arrangements have now been in operation for some time and are proving 

highly satisfactory. Especially close working relations have been established 

with the United Nations,他ich should facilitate reaching agreement on the policy 

inrplications of the Project. 

55. The second phase of the Project will come to an end with the consideration 

of the over-all report and the country reports by the tenth session of the FAO 

Conference in October/November of this year. This will probably lead to 

initiation of a third phase, i.e. the follow-up of the proposals and recommendations 

of the Mediterranean Project investigation. 

F. EFFECTS OP RADIATION RESULTING PROM THE PEACEFUL 
USES OP ATOMIC ENERGY 

I. Introduction 

36. In its resolution 69k С III (XXVI), -üie Council requested the ACC "to give 

consideration to, and report to the Council, preferably at its twenty-eighth 

session, on other fields of.activity which might be suitable for similar 

treatment, including those \diich it has not so far judged to be ripe for concerted 

action, and new subjects, in particular the effects of radiation resulting from 

the peaceful uses of atomic energy". 

57. It is assumed that the Council had in mind primarily the problems of 

determining and controlling the levels and effects of atomic radiation on man 

and natural resources and not the beneficial use of radiation in research, 

industry, medicine and agriculture. The terms of the Council's resolution also 

limit the study to the effects of radiation arising from the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy. This is only one facet of the broader question of the efforts of 

ionizing radiation as а \Лю1е which embcaces both the military and peaceful 

aspects of nuclear technology, and includes, for example, ionizing radiations, 

deriving from the use of X-rays and accelerators, outside the scope of the present 

study. It should Ъе noted, however, that the biological effects of radiation 

arising from these various uses are basically similar and that the products of 

nuclear fission are practically identical \diatever the cause or purpose of the 

fission reaction. 
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58. In this broader perspective, the ionizing radiation arising from the peaceful 
uses of atomic enerar is not today a toajor contributor to over-all exposures to 
ionizing radiation. It could, however, become a major problem in the future. In 
order to ensure that it does not become a limiting factor in the development of 
atomic energy, close co-operation by all the organizations concerned will be needed 
from the outset. 
59. The problems of determining and controlling the effects of radiation arising 
frcm the peaceful uses of atomic energy may Ъе broadly classified as follows : 

(a) Determining the effects of ionizing radiation 
(1) Collection, evaluation and dissemination of relevant data 
on radiation levels and effects; and 
(2) Relevant research on radiation levels and effects. 

(b) Controlling the effects of ionizing radiation 
(l) Establishment of basic principles and standards for radiation 

protection of vorkers and populations 
These standards should be derived from the scientific information 
on radiation effects referred to In paragraph (A) and from 
consideration of the economic and social as well as the biological 
consequences of various alternatives. 
� Application of these through practical protective measures 

(i) Provision of technical advice and elaboration of législation, 
codes, manuals and regulations: 
(a) for the protection of users and workers in mines, 
proceeèing plants, reactors, recycling plants, ships, 
aircraft, etc. and for users of isotopes and radiation 
sources in medicine, industry, agriculture and research; 
(b) for environmental protection Ъу regulating plant safety 
(on land,, at sea and in the air); and 
(c) for environmental protection by regulating waste disposai 

(at sea, in rivers, on land and in the atmosphere). 
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(ii) Research into and dissemination of information on the 
practical methodology of: 
(a) Waste disposal at sea, in rivers, on land and in 
the atmosphere; and 
(b) Plant safety, 

(iii) Monitoring: 
(a) Monitoring of installations and vorkersf exposures; and 
(b) Monitoring of environment including air； water, soil 
and the biosphere. 

(3) General remedial measures 
(i) Technical measures to cope with, emergenciea and accidents； 

(ii) Medical diagnosis and therapy; and \ 
(iii) Legal remedies (provisions relating to insurances^ civil 

liability and state responsibility) • 
U0« In the subsequent paragraphs a more detailed analysiŝ ŵill Ъе given of the 
interest of various organizations in the problem under review. In particular, the 
following organizations within the Ifeited Nations framework are concerned: 

(a) United Nations • It is of course most important that the decisions and 
activities of all—lirternational organizations concerned vith radiation 
problems should be based upon sound and agreed scientific evaluations of 
the short-term and long-term effects of ionizing radiation \фОп man and 
his environment. It is a main function of the United Nations Scientific 
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, which is concerned with these 
effects to provide such evaluations. Thus，while UNSCEAR is a purely 
scientific body having no operational or executive functions, it require丨 the 
support of the IAEA and the interested specialized agencies and 
non-governmental organizations ̂  and it can in turn provide evaluations of 
basic importance to their activities• 
(b) ILO - The International Labour Organisation is concerned with these 
problems in so far as they involve the protection of workers• 
(c) FAO - The effects of radiation on food and agricultural resources 
and the uptake of radioactive materials through the food chain are also 

• of particular concern to the Food and Agricultural Organization of the 
United Nations• 
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(d) UNESCO - The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization is generally concerned with the various problems of biological 

research relating to the effects of radiation. 

(e) WHO 一 The World Health Organization is substantially concerned with 

these problems because of their broad implications for health and because 

of the extensive use of radiation sources in medicine» Moreover, the study 

of the effects of radiation necessarily involves research and investigations 
in numerous fields of medical and biological sciences. 

(f) WMO - The World Meteorological Organization is concerned in particular 

vith the meteorological factors affecting the safety and siting of nuclear 
installations， 

(g) IAEA - One of the major responsibilities of the IAEA Ъу virtue of its 
leading position in the field of the peaceful uses of atomic energy is to ensure 
that nuclear energy is promoted with the fullest regard for radiation 

protection and to establish or adopt standards for this purpose. The IAEA 
is thus concerned with nearly every aspect ôf the effects of radiation 

arising from the peaceful uses of atomic energy. It is too early fully to 

gauge results of the Agency's operations in this field vhich have only 

recently started; as is recognized, however, in paragraph 3 cxf the Council1s 
resolution 6 9 紅 , t h e establishment of the Agency has created a new situation 

and the implementation of the Council
1

 s recommendations in 

resolution 69k E III (XXVI) should have fruitful results in the field of 
со-operation• 

It is possible to single out four broad areas of vork, each of Mtoich involvee 
the interests of a group of organizations, although the conçosition of each 

group may differ quite considerably. The four broad areas are: 

(a) Observation of and research into levels and effects of radiation# in 
so far as they concern the peaceful uses of atomic energy; 

(b) Determination of maximum permissible dosés; 

(c) Waste disposal； 

(d) The elaboration of codes, guides, manuals or regulations for the 
protection of users, workers and other persons occupationally exposed to 
radiation^ for the maintenance of plant safety and for environmental 

protection including regulation of transport. 
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k2. In tiie following paragraphs
 y
 an analysis will Ъе given of questions of 

co-ordination and co-operation, in particular those affecting the United Nations 

family； "vdiicb arise in connexion vith each of these broad fields of work. 

II. Research 

Prom the standpoint of atomic energy development, one of the most significant 

scientific fields of investigation of the next decade will Ъе that of radiobiology 

in its widest sense^ and it is inçjorbant that scientific resources should be 

employed in an effective and concentrated mariner on the problems involved» The 

need for increased understanding cf the effects of atomic radiation arises not 

only from the inportance of knowing the hazards of nuclear accidents, but in 

particular from the fact that fundamental conclusions on the effects of radiation 

must be dravn from observation and calculation， in order that (a) maximum 

permissible doses for occupational exposures may Ъе sst at a reasonable level vhich 

vill ensure safety without unduly restraining the development of the peaceful 

applications of atomic energy and (b) protective and remedial measures may be 
developed

6
 In addition, more fundaidital knowledge of behaviour and movement of 

radio elements in the environment^ in the food chain and in man himself is 

essential for the development of effective means of protection； decontamination 

and remedial treatment. 

The scientific disciplines involved in work on radiation research are numerous 

and diverse。 They include genetics, radiobiology, animal and plant physiology, 

medicine, nutrition^ radiology, statistics^ physics, chemistry and many others. 

Similarly, the contributions which can be made by various interested organizations 

differ videly. The vork of UNSCEAR in assembling and evaluating data, and 

pointing to new fields of desirable research is invaluable； not only in assessing 

tbe scope of the whole problem^ but also because of UNSCEAR
1

 s status as a purely 

scientific body concerned with all types of radiation but not involved in 

operational or executive responsibilities. The IAEA can contribute through the 

resources of its diversified scientific staff, the funds vhich it has available for 

research^ and its ovn laboratory facilities vftiich are at present able to perform 
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a number of chemical analyses and physical measiirements, and \diich will Ъе 

greatly enlarged and placed on a permanent footing within the next few ysarst 

WHO*s contribution is valuable, because of its close contact with the medical 

profession, and of the diversity of medical and public health specialists on its 

staff, and its special status in regard to national health ministries• FAO, 

because of its specialized staffing in all aspects of food production and 

utilization, and its close working co-operation with national ministries of food, 

agriculture and fisheries and with research workers in those fields, likewise has 

an inrportant part to play* UNESCO is able to contribute through its activities 

for the promotion of teaching and research in the various scientific disciplinée 

involved, and its close working relations vith scientific organizations• Among 

non-governmental organizations, the International Commission on Radiological 

Protection is directly concerned since the evaluation of accurate and complete 

data is essential to the process of recommending maximum permissible doses, and 

the International Commission on Radiological Units contributes through its vork 

on the fundamental units of measures involved in research in this field. Both 

Commissions have carried out most useful studies in the general field of the 

effects of ionizing radiation. Finally, it is understood that certain regional 

inter-governmental organizations are also concerned with this field of researcb« 

Within the United Nations framework, it is felt that the existing media for 

co-ordination in research into radiation levels^ effects and practices, in 

particular those provided by the ACC, direct inter-agency contacts and the 

representation of the agencies concerned at each other
1

 s technicaJ^meetings and at 

the sessions of UNSCEAR," provide at present adequate means for consultation and 

co-ordination, and there appears to Ъе no immediate need for additional 

consultative machinery. In regard to inter-agency co-operation, the United Nations 

and the IAEA have, for instance, agreed to arrange a full exchange of information 

on prograimnes and plans for the future, as well as for the representation of the 

IAEA at meetings of UNSCEAR and of the lüiited Hâtions Secretariat at appropriate 

7/ The ACC has previously drawn attention to the value of this procedure in its 
— Twenty-Second Report, E/5108, para. ЗЛ. 
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technical meetings of the IAEA. In particular, UNSCEAR will have at its disposal 

the facilities and assistance of the IAEA and will Ъе kept informed of the IAEA*s 

plans and operations in the fields of interest to it so that appropriate • ' 

arrangements сап Ъе made for the ХШ!А to provide UNSCEAR with technical and 

operational export. Conversely, the IAEA has iri UNSCEAR an additional source from 

\íhich it can drav scientific advice in its operations in this field• 

k6
9
 These procedures are essentially a deveîbôpment of similar inter-agency 

arrangements for the exchange of information 011 programmes and plans and for 

various forms of liaison and co-operation f̂liich have been in operation for several 

years between certain of the specialized agencies, and between them and the 

UNSCEAR• These inter-agency arrangements have also been recently instituted 

between the specialized agencies concerned and IAEA. 

These arrangements are supplemented Ъу frequent and direct contacts at the 

working level vith regional and inter-govemmental organizations as well as the 

non-governmental organizations concerned viuh radiation research• 

III • Determination of maximum permissible doses 

bQ* As has bean indicated above, the establishment of maximum permissible doses 
for human exposures to radiation involves two major sets of considerations• In 

the first place, it is necessary to ascertain and interpret the scientific facte 
so as to estimate vith as much precision as possible the effects of various 

levels of radiation in various circumstances. These estimates made, it is 

necessary to balance the economic and social consequences of setting maximum 
permissible doses at one or at another level• In general, the guidance of the 

ICRP has been accepted as a basis on ^áiich the various responsible authorities 

have established standards of radiation safety« It is, of course, essential that 
the standards, including maximum permissible doses, recognized within the Itoited 

Nations system should Ъе uniform. The IAEA is obliged to establish or adopt such 

standards for its ovn operations, and consultations are contemplated between the 

United Nations organizations concerned with a view to reaching and securing formal 

recognition of uniform basic standards. 
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IV. Waste Disposal 

• Within the foreseeable future
д
 the amount of fission products likely to Ъе 

generated by the peaceful applications of atomic energy, and notably by nuclear 

power, vlll be of the order of one hundred tons a year. The formidable problems 

of safe disposal of this large quantity of dangerous material are bound to 

increase each year with the expansion of nuclear energy activities and unless 

they are effectively resolved, they may in due course seriously hamper the 

development of nuciear power• Three groups of problems are involved, namely： 

(a) Research into the methodology and consequence of disposal of atomic 
vaste into rivers and seas, in geological structures and the atmosphere; 

(b) The devising of equipment and methods for limiting and controlling 

disposals• Under this heading fall certain aspects of the design, 

siting and operation of nuclear plants and installations; 

(c) The framing of regulations to prevent the pollution of rivers and 

seas, ground and atmosphere• 

5。• Each of the problems referred to is of primary concern to the IAEA, \diile 

some also engage the interest and responsibilities of several of the other 

organizations• Thus, the knowledge of the magnitude of waste disposals and the 
estimation of their effects on man and his environment constitute a formidable 

problem facing UKSCEAR yhlch has already called upon РАО, UNESCO and WHO for 

assistance and is expected to continue work in this field in close co-operation 
with the IAEA. Furthermore, research into ocean disposal of waste involves the 

study of currents and of the overturn of ocean waters as well as that of possible 
biological concentrations of radio-nuclides through the absorption of atomic 

vaste Ъу marine life. In this field, not only are such specialized agencies 
as РАО and WHO concerned, but non-governmental bodies like the International 
Uhlon of Oceanographers can also make important contributions. Similarly, in 
regard to atmospheric vaste disposal, the World Meteorological Organization is 
concerned vith the meteorological factors vhich must be taken into account in 
siting nuclear plants and vhich affect their safety of operations• The PAO is 
concerned in particular vith waste disrocal in eo far as it may affect food and 
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agriculture and the specific occupational hazards involved in waste disposal 

operation are also of concern to IIX). In regard to the design of plant and the 

layout of installations, the IAEA is almost exclusively concerned, but both WHO 

and WMO may be able to contribute valuable advice in regard to the siting of the 

¿Retaliations, and FAO has a particular interest in encouraging the development of 

protective and remedial measures that are of practical applicability in 

agriculture. 

51. The framing of recommendations relative to international and national 
\ 

regulations for ^asts disposal at sea has been undertaken Ъу IAEA in pursuance 

of its statutory mandate and at the specific request of the United Nations 

Conference of the Law of the Sea as well as in the light of the recommendations of 
8/ 

UNSCEAR that there should Ъе international co-ordination in this field." Here, 
however, it is also clear that the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 

Organization, \Й11сЬ will shortly undertake the administration of the International 
Convention for the Prevention of the Pollution of the Sea Ъу Oil^ may have a 

contribution to make, vhile again such agencies as FAO, UNESCO and WMO will also 

Ъе concerned with particular aspects• 

52. The problems covered by the term "waste disposal
11

 are thus too diverse and 

the relationships between tham too indirect to make for effective centralization 
of planning in this field. The Conference on waste disposal at sea and 

geological structures "which the IAEA is organizing with the assistance of РАО 

and UNESCO in Monaco this year, шау provide useful pointers about the need for any 
additional consultative arrangements for future work. 

5 3 . The normative and regulatory work of the various bodies concerned varies 
rery much according to their general fields of interest and responsibilities and 
；heir statutory functions • In the United Nations family, the IAEA is the only 

igency empowered Ъу its constitution to enforce its ovm regulations, but thip 
tower is limited to projects \diich it assists or in respect of vhich it is i 

Requested to apply these regulations and, beyond táiis, the status of its 

regulatory measures is essentially that of recommended guides. The Constitution 

V . The elaboration of codes， guides manuals 
conventions and regulations 

paras. 70 and 89. 
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of WEO provides authority for the adoption Ъу the World Health Assembly of 

conventions or agroerr^nts vitb. reepect to any matter within the coiiipetence of 

the Organization and also cf regulations in certain fields which include some 

aspects of radiation prciiec人.ion。 The Constitution of the ILO provides for the 

framing and adoption of intsraational conventions which are "binding upon States 

•which ratify such conventions• A convention on the protection of workers against 

ionizing radiations is to Ъе considered at the 红3rd session of the International 

Labour Conference (Geneva, 1959)" Although conventions embody comparatively 

broad standards, the detailed implsmentation cf which within the limits set by 

the convention itself must tf necessity Ъе left to national authorities^ the ILO is 

aleo in a position to prepare and to keep up to date detailed manuals which иа̂  

serve as g guide to Governments and industry in inrplemsn'bing the fundamental 

requirements of radiation protection. FAO is enxoowered Ъу its Constitution to 

recoipmend conventions and regulations in thQ field of food and agriculture. The 

UNSCEAR, under its present terms of reference, is not constit.uticnally suited to 
regulatory activities• The role of non-governmental organizations, Ъу their very 

nature, is limited to that of recommending standards and they do not provide 
appropriate machinery fcr formulating regulations or enacting international 

conventions. 

514-. While the central co-ordination of regulatory activities would be very-

difficult and there is necessarily some variation in the form, scope and effect of 

the regulations and recomniendabicns issued by the various parties concerned, it is 

most inrportant that these should not conflict with each other. As a first step, 

it is essential that recmsndations and regulations should be based upon similar 

scientific anâ. technical concepts^ and tbe work of URSCEAR can have, in this 

respect, an important harmonizing effect
c
 Secondly, it is most desirable that 

there should be inter-agency consultation during the formulation of recommendations 

and regulations as, fcr instance, there has been in the elaboration of the model 

code of the ILO and the current work of the IAEA in connexion with codes for the 

transport of radioactive material and the safe handling of radioisotopes. Subject 
to these considérations¡； however； eacli crg^/2izetion trust have a considerable degree 

of liberty to decida vhat is feasible as well as what is desirable in its ovn 

sphere of activities. 
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VI. Conclusions 

55. It vill be clear that 

(a)老ven in the necessarily broad analysis given above, the scientific, 

technical and administrative problems posed by the subject of this 

study are numerous and very diverse; 

(b) because of this and because of the variety of scientific disciplines 

involved, a large number of organizations have an interest in the 

international promotion and co-ordination of work on one or more aspects 
of each problem; 

(c) the organizations concerned are both in public and private spheres 
and are of a regional as well as of a world-wide character. In fact 

a particular characteristic of work on certain of these problems is 

the important role played by international non-governmental organizations 

and regional bodies ̂  the activities of Tâiich sometimes conplement or serve 

as a basis for the work of the United Nations agencies concerned. 

56. In this relatively complex situation， it appears that the matters covered 
by the term "effects of radiation arising from the peaceful uses of atomic energy" 

are too rmmerous and diverea to make greater centralization of planning desirable, 

or, for that matter, feasible at present and that there could Ъе no question of 

devising a single plan vdiich would embrace the totality of international work in 

this field• These conclusions apply not only to the field as a whole, but to each 

of the four parts of it examined in paragraphs 8 „.to l8 above. 

57. Nevertheless, the variety of disciplines and organizations involved indicates 

the need for close and continuing consultations e.nd с о -ordination, and the wide 

scope for profitable mutual support and co-operation between the groups of 

scientific specialists engaged in the various fields of work in vhich radiation 

questions are of active concern. The need for such co-operation has already 

been noted, inter alia, Ъу the Board of Gov 

the IAEA in the Agency
1

 s initial programme
} 

9/ CC.l/l, paragraph 97• 

10/ Resolutions ША Q.^b, ША VJHA 10.21, WHA 11,50. 
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recently Ъу the General Assembly of the United Nations, vhich, in 

resolution 13^7 (XIII) of 13 Deceniber 1958，requested "the Committee to consult 

with the other agencies and organizations concerned on projects within its 

sphere of activities so as to avoid the duplication of work and ensure effective 

co-ordination"• The general conclusion that concerted action within the strict 

sense of the term is not at present appropriate or desirable should therefore Ъе 

qualified Ъу reaffirmation of the need for intensified scientific and 

administrative co-operation between the organizations concerned in each of the 

diverse disciplines involved. 
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INTOODUCTION 

The peaceful uses of atomic energy have been developed with such speed In 

the last ten years, and they are so corrrplex in character, that they are now 

applicable, or potentially applicable, in some form to the fields of human 

activities covered by the majority of organizations of the United Nations 

family. The purpose of co-ordination of activities in this field is to 

determine the most useful and urgent tasks from a mass of possibilities and to 

concentrate the efforts and limited resources of the international organizations 

concerned, in order to achieve practical results which will effectively contribute 

to the main objectives of the United Nations family in promoting economic and 

social improvement throughout the world. 

2. The ACC from the outset, therefore, recognized its responsibility to keep 

these developments under continuing review in order to ensure that the 

contributions to be made by the Members of the United Nations family in this field 

would be utilized to the best advantage. As the Council will recall, the ACC, 

prior to the establishment of a United Nations agency created specifically to deal 

with the peaceful uses of atomic energy, therefore, set up a special su})-committee 

in October 1955^/ "to promote a common approach and the fullest co-ordination in 

these matters among the organizations concerned". 

5. In its report of October 1956，兰,ACC stated that each of the organizations 

concerned had been cautious in developing its work in the field of the peaceful 

uses of atomic energy with a view to ensuring full co-ordination of future work 

in co-operation with the proposed International Atomic Energy Agency• IAEA 

came into operation in Oçtoter 1957， with the primary objective of seeking 

"to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health 

and prosperity throughout the world", and has the leading position in the 

United Nations family with regard to activities in this field, 

if. Before IAEA was established^ however, the United Nations and certain 

of the specialized agencies, and such non-govezmental organizations 

as the International Commission on Radiological Unite (ICRU) and the 

1/ E/2eQb, paragraphs 8-11• 

2/ E/2931, pera. 12. 



It will Ъе noted that, while reference has been toade to certain 
non-governmental and inter-governmental organizations, the present report does 
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9 

See paragraphs 35-36, below. 

See paragraphs 67-68， below, , 

Council resolution 650 (XXII), Annex, p a r。 l6. 
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International Standardization Organization (ISO)， had prepared the ground for 
3/ 

co-operative effort and much had already been done.-' The results of the first 

United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful'Uses of Atomic Energy, 

which was held in Geneva in the summer of 1955, with the participation of several 

of the specialized agencies, are well known, and there were such other co-ordinated 

activities as the International Conference on Radioisotopes in Scientific 

Research organized Ъу 1ШЗС0 in September 1957 with the active collaboration of 

РАО and WHO.-/ The United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 

Radiation (UNSCEAR), since its inception in March 1956， had also enjoyed the 

active participation of the interested specialized agencies ^ 

5. Since the establishment of IAEA, certain organizations have made changes in 

their future programmes, limiting their activities in matters which are of primary 

concern to IAEA, and have transferred to IAEA some projects which bad originally 

been undertaken Ъу them, 

6. The present report, submitted in accordance vith the Council
1

s request^ 

to Ъе kept fully informed on this subject, indicates what measures are being 

taken to make the fullest use of the limited international resources available, 

the contribution being made Ъу each organization to the co-operative effort 

and how these contributions are correlated • It has also been considered that 

a clearer and more concise view of the arrangements being made for co-operation 

and co-ordination can Ъе given Ъу grouping activities according to their technical 

content or character, instead of listing consecutively, as was done in the earlier 

report, the activities relating to the peaceful uses of atomic energy being carried 

out by the different members of ACC. 

7. Since this report is concerned essentially with co-ordinated activities, 

it has been felt desirable to omit those activities which fall within the 

competence of only one organization and hence do not require co-ordination• Thus, 

while the United Nations and certain of the specialized agencies are concerned with 

various specific uses of atomic energy, and Ъу the direction of their respective 

5
/
w
6
/
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governing bodies are active in one or more areas, many major technical aspects 

of the matter, such as the development of reactor and reactor fuel technology, 

the production and supply of isotopes and certain types of radiation•sources, the 

apiplication of security safeguards and the supply and processing of nuclear 

equipment and fuels, are of predominant interest only to IAEA and will accordingly 

not Ъе dealt with here. 

I . OO-OHSRATION AND OO-ORDINATEON 

A* Machinery for co-ordination 

8 . The peaceful application of atomic energy has Ъееп recognized as a particularly 

fruitful field fcsr international co-operation because of the need to spread 
• • f 

technical knowledge developed in a few highly advanced countries, to facilitate the 

supply of material and equlfment and to develop and harmonize international health 

and safety measures. Moreover, radioisotopes are providing new tools for 

research and practical work in many of the established sciences which come within 

the resiponsibilities of the specialized agencies • With the establishment of IAEA, 

the need was evident, in this as in other fields, for a development of the 
• • • 〜 . 

arrangements to ensure co-operation and co-ordination among the organizations 

concerned. 

9* The conclusion of the relationship agreement betvfeen the United Nations and 

IAEA, which came into force on Ik November 1957, laid the ground-work for the close 
- - ： » 

relations which have been established between the two organizations^ as exemplified 

by the appointment Ъу the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the 

Director-General of the IAEA, of representatives at each others1 headquarters. By 

the terms of the same agreement, the IAEA became a member of the ACC. At the end 

of 1958, the IAEA established a Scientific Advisory Committee composed of the 

scientists who are generally the вате as the representatives of their Governisente 

on the United Nations Scientific Advisory Committee. This contributes to the 

necessary consistency in the high-level scientific advice being given to the heads 

of both organizations• 
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10. In 1958 relationship agreements were negotiated between the IAEA, on the one 

hand and tbe ILO, FAO, UNESCO, WHO and WMO on the other. Consultations are in 

progress for the conclusion of a similar agreement between IAEA and ICAO. These 

agreements, in addition to establishing co-operative arrangements and recognizing 

the broad responsibilities of the organization concerned, provide in particular 

that in all cases where an organization proposes to initiate a xxrogramme or 

activity on a subject in vhich another has, or may have a substantial interest, 

consultation will Ъе undertaken tefore the programme is adopted or the activity is 

initiated. These agreanents thus form a satisfactory basis for bilateral 

co-operation between IAEA, and the specialized agencies provided they are io^lemented 

Ъу appropriate inter-secretariat action. I t will Ъе indicated below how this 

implementation is taking place in specific fields. 

11. In addition to this bilateral approach, ACC plays its usual role in ensuring 

co-operative action In fields which are of broader interest. Such fields include 

the major conferences and the possibility of concerted action with respect to 

protection against atomic radiation referred to below. A good exeunple of 

co-ordinated procedure may Ъе found in connexion with the planning of such 

conferences. After IAEA's programme of conferences, symposia and seminars has been 
approved by its Scientific Advisoi-y Oonanittee, it is circulated to the other 

members of ACC for comment. Ihe other organizations concerned are thus offered 

an opportunity to paropoee arrangecente for c。-sponsorship，to make recommendations 

regarding any additional meetings vhich might be desirable, or to suggest any other 

changes In the programme. 

12. In May 1958 the ACC decided to discontinue the special Sub-Committee on 

Atomic Energy (referred to in paragraph 2 above) as it vas felt that questions 

of broad interest could be considered Ъу the ACC itself, of which IAEA had Ъесоше 

a member. Furthermore, continuing bilateral consultations were foreseen under 

the relationship agreements being negotiated between IAEA and certain of the 

specialized agencies. A later and important development which provided additional 

means of co-ordinating activities in the field of the peaceful uses of atomic energy, 

was the admission of IAEA to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. 
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В. Methods of со-operation 

13. The work of the organizations within the United Nations framevork, in the 
activities under review, is being carried out Ъу methods which have been tried 
and tested in other fields, although some of the activities of IAEA in the fields 
of predominant interest to it involve operations of a new and special character• 
It will thus Ъе seen that the programmes referred to below of IAEA, as well as 
those of the United Nations and certain of the specialized agencies, provide for 
the convening of conferences and synrposiâ  the promotion of research and 
dissemination of information, and the provision of technical assistance including 
the training and exchange of scientists• In order to co-ordinate these activities^ 
the same procedures which have Ъееп developed over the years, in other fields, under 
the guidance of the Council, are being followed with regard to matters relating to 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy. 
ЗЛ. Thus, for instance, before a particular project or activity is undertaken, 
bilateral or trilateral consultations are held with other organizations concerned, 
either Ъу correspondence or by direct contact. Where the number of organizations 
concerned and the magnitude of the project require it, the matter is taken up 
in the ACC itself. Concrete examples of such bilateral consultations have been 
the preliminary arrangements for the special missions referred to in 
paragraphs 51-5红，below. Furthermore, advantage is taken of the benefits to be 
derived from pooling experience. This is demonstrated by the assistance given to 

IAEA in beginning its operational programme, when the United Nations and the 
specialized agencies made available experienced members of their staffs to advise 
on such matters as the operation of fellowship programmes, the organization of 
seminars on the training of specialists and the processing of requests for 
technical assistance. Consultations during the stages of planning have also made 
it possible to develop in many cases fully co-operative arrangements for the 
undertaking of projects such as co-sponsorship of conferences, joint arrangements 
on training courses and informal inter-secretariat agreements regard to the 
selection of fellowship candidates and the award of fellowships. 
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1 5 . With particular reference to the economic field, it will Ъе recalled that 
the Council, after considering the report presented by the Secretary-General on 
the economic applications of atomic energy (E/3005), requested the Secretary-
General to transmit it to the regional economic commissions and the interested 
specialized agencies for their consideration and comment, as well as to the IAEA 
upon its establishment. IAEA was requested to examine and comment on the fields 
in which the United Natione and the IAEA could act jointly to discharge their 
responsibilities in this regard.^ At its twenty-sixth session, the Council 
discussed co-ordination of activities in the field of atomic energy and invited 
the IAEA^/ to consider and to reccatimend to it projects which might usefully Ъе 
undertaken by the Council, its regional economic commissions or other subsidiary 
bodies of the Council, in order to assist the Agency in carrying out its programe* 
in various regions of the world, taking into account the differing degrees of 
development and the varying requirements of the regions concerned. 
Inter-secretariat consultations are proceeding as to the most effective means of 
implementing these requests. 

I I . F I E L D S O P C O - O P E R A Î I V E A C T I O N 

A. Exchange of scientific information 

16. fEhe novelty of tbe scientific discoveries and processes used in the peaceful 
application of atomic energy, the fact that they were developed originally in 
secret and that this developnent occurred almost entirely in a small group of 
highly developed countries, has made it particularly important to devise effective 
means of promoting the dissemination of information to scientists and techniciens 
outside the original group of countries. 
1 7 . In the circumstances, large-scale conferences have proved to Ъе a valuable 
device for rapidly disseminating knowledge and encouraging release of classified 
data. Ihe relative newness of the various nuclear sciences has moreover made 
it possible, in the past, to arrange conferences covering all aspects of the 
peaceful uses of atomic energy. In view of the pace of development of science 
and technology in each of the very diverse uses of atomic energy, a greater 

1/ Council resolution 655 (XXIV). 
8 / Council resolution 6 9紅 E I (XXVI). 
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en yfcasis is now being placed on specialized meetings. Sucb specialization 

Ъееп greatly facilitated by the achievements of the first and second United 

International Conferences on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 

18e The first United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses 

Atomic Energy, which was held in Geneva in the sui-nmer of 1955，vas referred 

in the ACC
1

 s report of October 1956• 

19• The second United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 

Atomic Energy was held in Geneva from 1 to 15 September 1958； sixty-two 

Governments (Members of the United Nations, the IAEA and the specialized agencies) 

participated; IAEA, ILO, PAO, UNESCO, WHO, ICAO，WMO nnd. IBHD vere also 

represented • 

20. The Conference was organized， staffed and financed Ъу the United Nations. 

Contributions in various forms vere, however
;
 made Ъ:/ other organizations within 

the United Nations framework and the programme was prepared by the United Nations 

in consultation with IAEA and the specialized agencies concerned. 

21. At the opening session of the Conference, the Dirsctor-General of WHO 

described the work of the specialized agencies in the peaceful uses of atomic 

energy, and the Director General of IAEA gave a statement on the progress and 

development of IAEA. 

22上 Papers submitted on behalf of IAEA were on "Development of International 

Co-operation in the Field of Atomic Energy in the Last Few Years" (P/2089), and 

"Educational Facilities in the Field of Atomic Energy through the Fellowship 

Programme of the IAEA" (P/2k60). IAEA also seconded several staff members to 

assist with the preparations and arrangements for the Conference. ILO, WHO, WMO 

and IBRD submitted the following papers : ILO on "Eadiatdon Px-otection in Industry 

(P/2487 supplemented by a Model Code of Safety Regulations for Ionising 

Badiations"); WHO on "03ae Work of the International Cormnission on Radiological 

Protection" (P/2263) and on the "Programme of the International Commission on 

Radiological Units and Measurements" (P/2243); WMO on
 :

'Meteorological Aspects 

of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy" (P/1556); and I33D on "Project ENSI -

a Joint Government of Italy and World Bank Study of a Largs Nuclear Power Plant 

in Southern Italy" (P/ll20). In accordance with General Assembly 

resolution 1ДЛ7 (XII)，the report of UUSCEAR was likewise юл.с'.е available to the 

Conference. 

has 

Nations 

of 

to 
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23 • Inter-^agency action arising out of the findings of the Conference and the 

views expressed during the discussions are referred to elsewhere in this report, 

under the appropriate subject headings• 

2ké ïhe exchange of scientific information requires standardization of scientific 

and technical terminology, with the development of precise equivalents in various 

languages• This was recognized at an early stage, with the result that IAEA, 

UNESCO, WHO and WMO have been co-ordinating their efforts in this field in 

co-operation with ISO» 

B . Training of specialists 

25. While training programmes on specific aspects of the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy are referred to below, there are certain general questions which 

should be mentioned here. 

26. For reasons already referred to in discussing the di ssemination of information 

specialists, skilled in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, have been concentrated 

in a relatively small group of hi^ily advanced countries, and even in these 

countries their skills have been at a premium. A prerequisite for the use of 

atomic energy for peaceful purposes throughout the world has consequently been 

the development of large scale and effective training programmes• The IAEA and 

the specialized agencies concerned have therefore given a high priority to the 

award of fellowships and scholarships in their technical assistance activities 

in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

27. At the second United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses 

of Atomic Energy, stress vas laid on the need, arising from the scarcity of 

available teaching personnel
;
 for co-ordinating efforts, programmes and methods 

of work in this field• Close inter-secretariat contacts are being maintained 

between, the United Nations, the IAEA and the specialized agencies concerned, and 

the valuable co-ordinating functions performed Ъу TAB in this respect and to 

which reference has already been made are proving an effective complement to the 

bilateral arrangements such as those mentioned below. 
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28. In an endeavour to give effect to the suggestions made at the second 

United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, the 

IAEA, is also planning a seminar to Ъе held at Saclay in July 1959 with the 

co-operation of UNESCO and the United Nations, to provide an opportunity for an 

exchange of views among specialists from more advanced countries who have had 

experience in atcmilc energy laboratories, training centres and universities. 

29. At the end of 1958, informal working arrangements were made between IAEA, 

and WIK) relating to the award of fellowships in fields of сопшюп interest. 

It was agreed that the two organizations would keep each other informed of requests 

and offers of fellowships in such fields； select candidates in consultation vith 

each otherj and assist each other in obtaining the best possible placement for 

fellows, and in following up the fellows
1

 activities upon conrpletion of training. 

Similar informal arrangements are contençlated between IAEA and other specialized 

agencies vhose fellowship prograxmnes include aspects relating to atomic energy. 

30. In the same manner close co-ordination is maintained between IAEA, and those 

specialized agencies, such as ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO, whose training programmes 

include aspects relating to the peaceful uses of atomic energy, and, as will be 

seen below, a number of training courses are being co-sponsored by two or more 

meniber s of the ACC. 

С. Field missions 

31. A third 1ype of generalized activity vhich should Ъе mentioned is the 

organization of integrated atomic energy missions to the less developed areas. 

Here again the relative novelty of various nuclear sciences and the concentration 

of skilled шап-povrer and techniques in a few highly developed countries has been 

an inrportant factor; as a consequence, the peaceful nuclear (energy programmes 

of many of the less-developed countries are still in a very early stage and there 

has Ъееп little development into specialized fields. The countries concerned 

accordingly often require advice and assistance regarding the whole, as well as the 
various parts of their programmes，and to meet this need I A M , with the assistance 

of the United Nations and the specialized agencies concerned, is organizing a 

number of preliminary assistance missions vhich normally include scientists covering 

a wide variety of disciplines. 
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32. In 1958 such a mission was sent to seventeen Latin American countries as 

a result of a request made for a team of experts to study the need for 
establishing in Latin America one or more training centres in the field of the 
peaceful uses of atomic energy. A member of the staff of ECLA accompanied the 

group. The co-operation of TAB resideirt representatives and the staff of the 
United Nations information centres greatly facilitated the smooth and rapid progress 

of the mission's work, 

53. A preliminary assistance mission was sent by IAEA early in 1959 to visit 

certain South East Asian countries. It was composed of experts in the fields 
of nuclear physics； prospecting, mining and processing of nuclear raw 

Ipaterials; nuclear reactors； nuclear power; training needs in the field of 

Ítomic energy; agricultural uses of isotopes; and medical and biological uses 
f isotopes. These experts were drawn partly from the IAEA regular staff and 

partly loaned to IAEA Ъу nexzíber Governments • Preparations for this mission were 

carried out in close consultation with the United Nations, FAO, WHO and UNESCO, 

who made available any background information in their possession concerning the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy in the countries to Ъе visited, and briefed the 

experts in their own specialized fields. Full co-operation was also given to 
i - • 

the team by the resident representatives of TAB, and a power specialist from 

the staff of ECAPE vas attached to the mission. 
During 1959, IAEA, plans to send out further preliminary assistance missions 

to Member States in other less developed areas. The United Nations, the 
specialized agencies and TAB resident representatives have indicated their 
willingness to co-operate in the preparations for these missions, and in any 
subsequent action arising firom them. 

D. Isotopes and radiation sources 

(a) Research 

35• An international conference on radioisotopes in scientific research vas 

organized in Paris from 9-20 September 1957 by U N E S C O following consultation， vith 

the United Nations义 Member States of UNESCO and of the United Nations were 

2/ The proceedings of the Conference were published in 1958. 
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invited to the Conference. Hie United Nations, the specialized agencies and 
international scientific organizations, were also invited to send representatives. 
Certain specialized agencies, in particular FAO.and WHO, collaborated actively 
with UNESCO in the preparation of the Conference and contributed papers to it. 
3 6 . lhe Conference was divided into two sections, one dealing with the use of 
radioisotopes in the biological sciences and the other the use of radioisotopes 
in the physical 日ciencee. In addition to discussion of papers submitted to 
the Conference, special discussions were organized on the following subjects: 
production of radioisotopes; admissible levels of radioactivity In industrial 
products; utilization of radioisotopes in geochemistry. 
37•‘ Major future conferences now planned in the field of isotopes and being 
organized Ъу IAEA in close consultation, or jointly, with the other agencies 
concerned (FAO, UNESCO and WHO) are referred to in paragraphs 叱 50 and 52, 
below. 
58. Research activities necessarily cover many aspects of the peaceful uses of 

atomic energy. The following paragraphs, however, deal only with projects 
in fields in which co-operative action has been undertaken, or is envisaged. 
39* In connexion with a number of research contracts in the biological sciences 

being awarded Ъу IAEA, consideration is being given, in consultation with РАО, 
to the possibility of awarding such a contract on soil fertility. 
40. Following the second United Nations International Conference on the Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy, some of the international bodies concerned with the 
standardizatlon of radioisotopes (IAEA., ICRU and ISO) beld a meeting at Geneva, 
vhere it was suggested that a symposium on the methods of etandardlzation should Ъе 
held. A symposium on metrology of radioisotopes is accordingly being promoted 
Ъу IAEA, to Ъе held in Vienna in October 1 9 5 9， in collaboration with ICRU and ISO. 

In its own laboratories IAEA, has begun the develojsiient of electronic 
instruments and the promotion of standardized equipment for dosimetry, and is aleo 
studying the various methods and equipment used for the standardization of 
radioisotopes with a view to promoting internationally recognized measurement 
techniques. Furthermore, these laboratory facilities will also provide services, 
such as, for example, analysis of radioactive s amples and adaptation of electronic 
equiisnent. It is anticipated that the results of these activities will Ъе of 
value to other members of ACC. 
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(b) Applications 

b2. Technical assistance in the form of the provision of experts and advice 
are important means of furthering vider use of radioisotopes and radiation sources 
throughout the world. IAEA has received a number of requests from Member States 
for experts, fellowships and supplies for new atomlb energy installations and 
isotope training laboratories. 

By the beginning of 1959 for example, the Board of Governors of IAEA had 
agreed to provide one ê qpert on medical applications of radioisotopes to Thailand 
one expert to Pakistan in the field of radioisotopes, and three experts to Brazil 
to advise on the setting up of a radiation measurement service together with the 
necessary equipment • Arrangements are being made for the experts to Ъе briefed 
Ъу the specialized agencies concerned as veil as by IAEA. 

An international training course on radioisotope techniques in research in 
agriculture, forestry, fisheries and nutrition is being held under the auspices 
of РАО and IAEA at Cornell University (USA) from 20 July to 10 September 1 9 5 9 . 

li-5* An eignt-veek training course 021 the use of radioisotopes in agricultural 
research (to Ъе beld in Nev Delhi at the end of 1959) is being organized under the 
joint auspices of the Government of India, UNESCO, IAEA and FAO• 

... • f • • • ' • •‘ ' 
(i) Biological applications 

H6. In November 19彡8, FAO organized, a meeting on the use of ionizlxig radiation 
for food preservation, whicb vas held at Harwell, England• Representatives of 
IAEA, WHO and other intsr-goveramental organizations, attended, 
hj. A symposium in i960 on radiation and radioisotopes in pest control is under 
consideration Ъу IAEA in consultation with FAO. 
h8. It is felt that tbe current increase in the use of radioisotopes will call 
for the convening of specialized conferences to review the progress made since the 
UNESCO International Conference on Radioisotopes was held in 1957^^• An 
international conference on applications of radioisotopes in the biological 
sciences is accordingly being со-sponsored Ъу IAEA, WHO and РАО and is planned to 
Ъе beld in June 1961* 

10/ See paragraphs 55 and 56, above • 
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紅9丄 In view of the fact that techxiiques for the automatic determination of the 

distribution of radioisotopes in the human body are being used increasingly in 

hospitals throughout the world, a variety of equipment is becoming available for 
tbis purpose, tut knowledge of and experience in its use vas found to Ъе lacking. 
IAEA and WHO accordingly со-sponsored a seminar on medical radioisotopes scanning 
which was held in Vienna in February 1959. The proceedings are expected to Ъе 

published in the course of 1959. 

(ii) Physical and Industrial applications 

50. Large radiation sources are rapidly becoming available to industry and vill 
Ъе used on a wide scale, particularly in the chemical industry. Research in the 

use of those sources is consequently expanding quickly. The desirability of 

holding a conference on thiB subject vas ejqpressed during the soconS United Nations 

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy and subsequently 
Ъу the General Conference of IAEA. IAEA is accordingly promoting such, a conference 
which vill Ъе held in Warsaw in September 1959 • 

51. In June 1959 IAEA vill со-sponsor, vith the Joint Commission on Applied 
Radioactivity of the International Council of Scientific Unions, а 8ущров1ит on 
radioactivation analysis, in order to promote the use of this analytical 
technique. 
52. A further follow-\q> of the action arising out of the 1957 UNESCO 
International Conference on Radioisotopes is an international conference on the 
applications of radioisotopes in the physical sciences, which will be held in 
June i960 under the joint sponsorship of IAEA and UNESCO. 

E. Reactors and nuclear power 

55. In edopting resolution 655 (XXIV), referred to in paragraph 15 above, the 
Council, after "recognizing that sources of energy, conventional and non-
conventional, cannot Ъе considered in isolation one from another in relation to 
economic development", requested the Secretary-General "to continue to follov the 
relationship of all forms of conventional and of atomic and other new sources of 

energy to economic development, particularly of the under-developed countries, as 

part of bis continuing vork." 
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As pointed out in paragraph 7 above, tfce technical aspects of nuclear power 

production are almost exclusively the concern of the IAEA, and are therefore not 

dealt with in this report. The United Nations; the IAEA and the IBRD are 
however all interested in the economic aspects of nuclsar pover from different 
points of vie^. The interests of the IAEA are specifically concerned f，th 
nuclear power costing; those of the United Nations, including its regional 
commissions, derive from its general conccrn with the various form3 of electric 

pover ac & means of economic development; while those of the IBRD derive from 
its activities in financing specific nuclear as well as convantional poorer 

projects. Close and continuing contact on the economic aspects of nuclear power 
production will Ъе maintained betvecn the United Nations, IBRD and IAEA. 
55. The following aspects of the compréñensive IAEA reactor programme are 
referred to in the procent report Ъесэлгсо collatorat3.on vith other organizations 

1b taking place or is envisaged. 

(a) Hvclear power needs of less developed countries 

56. The General Conference of IAEA, at its second session, adopted a resolution 

(GC(II)RES/27), concerning the needs of the less developed countries for nuclear 
power and calling for a survey of their pover requirements, a continuing study to 
Ъе made of the technology and econoniics of small end raediuia size power reactors 

best suited for their conditions, and the provision of assistâmes in the planning 

and inrplementstion of training programmes for the utilization of nuclear power. 

57. In planning to put this resolution into effect, it M s been recognized that 

the problem of developing nuclear po^er in less developed countries has a 
long-term and a short-tcm e^oecb, 

58. The long-term problera w u l d include an extensive Burvey of the current and 

extrapolated needs cf the less developed countries a.nd tLe possible economic 

development of all the available resources for meeting these needs, vhich vould 

largely Ъс within the field of th3 United Nations. 

59. The short-term aspect vould involve a concentrated effort on some typical and 
suitable locations, where the production o? nuclear power may provide certain less 

developed areas vith limited but earlier benefits. The investigations of such 
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cases ebovild allov all Member Я+^tsb cf ТА1?/!, ^rhst,ber hip'oly or less developed^ to 

evaluate the present techuicel and economic possibilities of small and medium 
power reactors, ebout which comparatively little is kno�.ra, since attention has 
Ъееп mainly devoted to large reactors suited to th2 nseds of highly industrialized 

countries. Evaluation of conventional power coste ic ecssntial for a study of the 
prospect of nuclear power in any area, and in this field close co-operation between 
IAEA, the United Nations and IBRD is envisagod. The vork programme vhich has 
Ъееп initiated Ъу IAEA includes studies on the technical feasibility and economics 
of available reactor types, the selection of promising sites and the suitability 
of given typos cf recc^crs to the locations in question. 
60. Further, it is anticipated that the United Nations, and possibly IBRD, vill 

collaborate with IAEA in organising a tecbnicel confcrence on tbs subject of small 

and medium power reactors. It ic expected that the main points of discussion will 

inclucle the design, coast3mction, operational experience, safety and reliability of 

different types of medium &nd small pover rcactors, and thet the economic aspects 
of such reactors end their Eiiitability to the conditions prevailing in different 

countries vill aleo be widely discussed. 

61. A training course in the field of nuclear reactors, under the joint auspices 
of the Government of India, IAEA end UNESCO, vill be held in Bombay in November 
or December i960. 

(Ъ) Huclear propulsion 

62. The progress in design, construction, operation and related problems of 
ehlp-laased reactors will Ъе the subject of a symposium to Ъе organized Ъу IAEA 
in 1959, vith the collaboration óf IMCO. The particular importance of this 
subject arises froa the international character of the operation of ship-based 
reactors. The problems related to the safety of such reactors must Ъе solved at 
the international level, before nuclear ship propulsion becomes world-wide. 
63. Collaboration between IAEA and ICAO in a study of the prospecta and problems 
of nuclear-powered aircraft is also envisaged. 
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(c) Reactor safety 

6h. The problems connected with reactor safety (as in other aspects of health 
and safety described In paragraphs 65-89,below) necessitate close collaboration 
between IAEA and other organizations such ae ILO, WHO and WMO, and joint action 
in this field is anticipated in 1959. In i960 a panel on reactor siting and 
containment will Ъе organized by IAEA with the collaboration of WHO and WMO. 

F. Health，safety and vaete disposal 

65. The problems of health, safety and waste disposal in the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy are closely related to knowledge and advance in tbe related field 
of the effects of ionizing radiations. 
66. The work of determining and controlling the effects of ionizing radiations 
therefore embraces a wide range of disciplines and involves tbe Interests and 
competences of a large number of organizations, both vlthin and outside the 
framework of United Nations organizations. The Council recognized the coî plexity 
of this subject Ъу requeetingi^ a special report on the possibility of concerted 
action in the field of tbe effects of radiation arising from the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy, and since this special report is now before the Council~‘ it ie 
necessary here merely to refer to this question. 
6j. The results of the initial work of tbe United Nations Scientific Committee 
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation has Ъееп dealt vith in detail Ъу its report 
to the General Assembly-^' and its value has already Ъееп emphasized Ъу the 
ACC,—/the Secretary-General of the United Nations^/and by tbe General Aesembly# 
vhich, Ъу resolution 13U7 (XIII), requested the Committee to continue its useful 
vork. 
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6 8 . It is necessary for the United N4t.ior>ç ？ e ггшЪет of tlie organisations 

v i t M D the United Katlone freaerork to have the bort possible scientific 

infqrmation and.； evaluations available within thj.s field and they have accordingly 

participated ectivoly in the vorli of the Committee since its inception in I956. 

Tb.ese or^enizat.1.or>3 include FAO, ШШСО, WHO, IBRD, WMO and, since its 

establishment, IA.SA. ILO has also fcllorfed the vrork of tho Committee vrith 

interest. ILO, ？AOj UNESCO, WEO arid WMO have provided information and reports 

on specific matters. A joint paper "by FAO，UNESCO and TiEO relating to sea and 

ocean disposal of radloective wastes, for ел:ащр1е； vas circulated to the 

Coimittee in Januarj
r

/February. 

69* The last meeting of tho Committee vas held i:a March 1959 and w s attended by 

representatives of ILO, F A Q , W E I O， a a i d IAEA and of ICR? and ICRU. The Coinmittee's 

future programme vas díecuseed in the light of the General Assenftlyfs request to 

the Connittse to cpntinv.c its useful vork and report to the General Assembly ae 

appropriate• The Ccasittee considered in particular the maintenance and 

-stiînlc^ion of the flov of. j.nformation to it； noting tbat it bad received and 

hoped to continue to feceive much useful information on fall-out； radiation levels 

and radio-biological questions from States Members of the United Nations and 

mcabers of the specialised agencies and of IAEA.工*t suggested that this 

collection of information should Ъе supplemented Ъу various activities undertaken 

by the United Nations, the specialized agencies, IAEA and certain non-governmental 

organisations. 

70. In general, the Committee welcomed the offers of co-operation received from 

tbè .p^eçXaXizeà- agencies and from tb.3 IAEA, vhich, in view of its responsibilities 

and thQ special- .facilities at its disposal, bas paid particular attention to 

developing close vorking relations vith tbe Committee and \rith the units of the 

specialized agsncies ^rhicb. deal т-ritbi radiation protection
 0 

71. The vork of the United Nations ûnd tlie agencies corjcerned in the field of 

radiation protection has received a special i ^ e t u s from tbe recommendations of 

UNSCEAR. Tbe Connittee has for instence recoinmended üas.t in the continuing studies 

vhich ？AO. in association vith other interested international organizations, is 

making of the Eioveaent cf radionuclides in food chains, special consideration be 

given to ths problems of sampling food and a.gr i cultural materials. Similarly, WHO 
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bas Ъееп Invited to make studies vitb regard to human radiation genetics and to 
make or stimulate appropriate epidemiological studies with regard to groups of 
population esqposed to radiation; and the interested international organizations, 
including IAEA, UNESCO and WHO, will give support and stimulus to fundamental 
biological research Ъу ft variety of means. 
72. The report of the study groiq> held Ъу Ш 0 in Copenhagen In 1 9 5 6 to disettes 
future research on the effects of radiation on human heredity vas presented to and 
considered Ъу UNSCEAR, and published in 1 9 5 7 . 

73. VEO bas also continued its programme of training in the means of protection 
againet Ionizing radiation in all forme, and the course for scientists and 
physicians held in Stockholm in 1955, and mentioned in the ACC1 s 1 9 5 6 report,轻, 
V " • . ：.、：： ’ . . . . . . .. ‘“ • 

vas followed Ъу a similar course in 1957 in Mol, Belgium, vith the co-operation 
of the Government of Belgium and the Atomic Energy Commiselon of the 
United States of America. WHOfe training programme in the field of radiation 
protection as veil as in the use of radioisotppes in medical research and clinical . . -medicine, is now being closely co-ordinated vith that of IAEA. An example of such 

** ,【 -. •. . ； ' ' -s-, i i 'Л 'л ̂  i I ‘ / ‘
 t
'. y 

co-ordloatloa is the joint IAEA-WHO meeting on medical radioisotope scanning 
tectmlques referred to in paragraph U9, above. 
Ik. Regulatory work in the field of effects of atomic radiation bas included the - . d o b ' : . ！：：'‘ e . . ： • ‘ ‘ \ - • • ‘ : - r ‘ 

revision Ъу ILO, at a meeting of a group of everts in Geneva In 1957，of the 
section dealing vith ioniziog radiations of its Model Code of Safety Regulations 
for Industrial Eatabllsbments for the Guidance of Governments and Industry. ILO1 в 
vork in this field ia being pursued in consultation vith other organizations i ：‘ “ • concerned, notably IAEA and WHO, and the question of the protection of workers 

у ЛОЛСi 

against Ionizing radiations is on the agenda of the forty-third session of the 
International Labour Conference (June 1959), with a view to the adoption in i960 
of international instruments on this subject. A considerable number of safety 
requirements vlll Ъе dealt with in the instruments to Ъе adopted, although it is 
contemplated to frame them in general terme> not only to permit their general 
application, but to keep the detailed provisions sufficiently flexible to permit 
their ade^tatlon to the latest advances In a rapidly progreesixig technical field. 

16/ E/2951, Annex II, para. 5 0 . 
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7 5 . The group of experte ;*МсЪ revised the Model Code in Geneva in 1957 aleo, 

examined three guides on protection against radiation in industry prepared by ILO 

and designed to facilitate the practical application of the new standards on 

Ionizing radiations, The first guide provides fundamental information on the 

dangers and means of protection for all types and usee of ionizing radiations. 

The sécond deals with industrial radiography and fluoroscopy and contains material 
С . . • . .;• -"¡i.‘‘ ：-.,‘ 

and precautionary measures vhich shall Ъе taken both in the installation and the 
.. ‘ • .i- . ‘ 二 」： • ‘： •。 ; : . . ; • : Ь'Г；, •• ‘• 

conduct of these operetions. The third is devoted to the protection of workers 
, • • ^ ‘‘ ' ' ' Í."

 :

 •‘ “ : ；
 ч
 - f ；‘ 「 .. .、 c ； ‘ ...... í ? ‘ • ¡ . ,. ,. ； - . • .. •‘. in the use of luminous compounds. г- ' -

s

. ~ •• .* - • - .. .., ... . f '» ..... 

•• X , /；̂  .： .i Г .•；.：. ：々....;:..、 ；..^ . ... :
 1
 . "•： ,} -r 。」、",:.?,；\ ； ̂  ； j, .'„ • - • 

76. IAEA's work in the field of controlling the effects of atomic radiation ranges 

videly from the elaboration of guides, codes and manuals to the enforcement of 

specific health and safety regulations and the inspection in situ of atomic energy 

plants. 

'••••. i .‘‘ : . ) „"：< > ‘ '. .、 ，.， •;. ；. ： ： : 冰广 ¡l'j j ‘ ». . ：；： • . i" • ； ' 'i ‘¿-‘ ) ..... iz/^^t*； t
1

.“ — ‘ 'j î. “ •“‘, 

77• The specific projects undertaken in 1 9 5 8 and 1959 Ъу IAEA in this field 

include the preparation and elaboration of a Manual of Practice for the Safe 
』 ü i ••• i.-：'

-

.' • ：:： ‘： '•'••：' .''.* V M； ,¡ - •• .î :、''.ü
:

: yj : ..】 
Handling of Radioisotopes, On the basis of draft reconmendations prepared Ъу 
fPRf^^W .̂'Ut!'

7

' . ..vK.iv "•...:’：.； 1 w i ：：, 、vi-：； -ло. ‘： ч ：‘ , о,..Л,Л
:

:々 Д1 
IAEA, the Manual vas drefted Ъу an International panel of ехретгЬв vhich met in May/June and again in August 1958, and vas attended by representatives of WHO and • ‘ • ‘ rv ； .: ： ；. > 

ILO. The Manual vas approved by IAEA's Board of Governors for application to the 
Agency18 own operations and recommended to Member States as a basic reference 

f
. • t 、、！ . ... j" .''/•- ：：•• , . . .. .： у ：1 'io i Vi 'J'il • . .. •.,; ； ！'. ¿л .；•« , ‘ ” .-.I ； vd a O l'L У\ 

document to Ъе used in the preparation of national health and safety regulatione« 
• • • 广 Ю 、 1 : ••、•:,:’-.. • -i«tí ： ‘： V ú

х

 IV i- .； .rxt〜”.••• 

In April 1959, IAEA convened a panel of experts with a view to the drafting of 

regulations governing the transport of radioisotopes, radioactive ores, and 

г....-,/:、：，. • ，_.‘： ： , ： J •. V Û, .-、r.，:i / J 4 丄 : L ：
:

 ； • ；. f <;• ；> ’ , •’ •？ > :-.、乂 

residue of low specific activity. Representatives of，the United Nations/ ILÔ, 

WHO and ICAO attended. Another panel will be held later In the year to consider 

the drafting of regulations concerning the transport of large qurátities of 

• - -
5

 r "'： :、.‘’••. ‘ I ‘‘ - . . f . . • V 
、. • . . t. ' Г ... • • *-•, I II . ,

v
 • . -A » ； V 、 二 i. , . _ -•..•’. .a .... - . i >•:‘.》J , ..•， ¡ . , • y ‘‘ , 7 

radioactive substances such as irradiated fuel elements. This work, like the 

fonnulation of the tteanal of ga^e Practice^ has been undertaken In close 

•• --.「.- -、* VC*
1

. JJ
1

- • .... ‘ .-i TíiWii^ J î. h ,7. 二У ...:.、、/.' и ч .л jr V* “ li'.jy^.'-.- "i “； - V consultation with, the organizations concerned, notably WHO and ILO in the case of 
л ¿ V i.'.J ；‘. Л.: .、.... ':YÀ :.：- .. 二 /

 !

. Л ̂； û , rí
r

*. I it y .. J ： . Ц..-j íMiJ. ‘ � ‘.，̂ fv'tV-î • ： • ‘' 'К 'j the Manual of Safe Practice, and the United Nations, WHO, ILO, ICAO and IMCO In 
• :'‘..+ . л ‘ 

the case of the transport of radioactive substances. 7 8 . The United Nations, in consultation \rith IAEA, is also studying such questions 

ав the classification, labelling, listing and packaging of radioactive substances 
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79• In pursuance of its functions and in iraplementation of a resolution of the 

United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, IAEA convened a panel, in 

December 1958 and March 1959, on voluntary or accidental disposal of radioactive 

vaste Into coastal waters or the high seas. The United Nations, UNESCO, WHO and 

FAO are participating in the work of the panel. The technical and scientific 

aspects of needs and ways of disposal, the biological consequences, problems of 

régietration and monitoring, are being considered in the light of preliminary work 

done by UNSCEAR with a view to preparing practical recomm如datlone to users of 

atomic energy and gu3.dance to future intematioael legal work on tbie subject* 

The need for further scientific research is being investigated in connexion vlth 

the conference on vaste disposal referred to below. 

60 . IAEA1 s programme of conferences, eyc^osia and seminars for 1959 vas prepared 

in consultation vith the United Nations and the specialized agancies. It includes, 

in the field of radiation protection, a large conference on the disposal of 

radioactive waste into the sea and in geological structures, which will be held In 
November 1959, In co-operation with FAO and UNESCO; and the panel on reactor 

siting and containment referred to in paragraph 6b above. 

81 . In addition, in view of the emphasis placed Ъу UNSCEAR in its report (A/3838) 

on the need for further data on the effects of small doses of radiation, and ae 

the study of this subject is necessarily tied to a knowledge of the primary effects 

and the absorption of energy in the cell, it has been decided to discuss these two 

problems at one meeting where experts 011 both these subjects can Ъе present. In 

June 1959 в symposium is accordingly being held in Venice on the immediate and 

lov-level effects of ionizing radiations^ under the со-sponsorship of the 

Comltato Nazionale per le Ricerche Nuclearia UNESCO and IAEA, 

82 . As far as training is concerned, IAEA awarded in its first year of operations 

ten fellowships dealing vith radiation protection, and plane to avard approximately 

twenty in 1959» As indicated above, informal arrangements have been made for 

consultations with WHO in regard to thase avards and similar arrangements are 

eontanplated with the other interested organizations• 
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ANNEX III 

LONG-RANGE DEMAND AUD SUPPLY PROJECTIONS 

A review was made of the work being currently undertaken in connexion with 

medium and long-term projections. It was found that, although there was some 

degree of specialization within each agency concerned according to its particular 

needs^ the studies in band largely complemented each other• It seemed desirable, 

in any event, to reach agreement on certain technical matters, including the basic 

estimates to Ъе used regarding population and income growth, the proper methods 

to Ъе used for making demand projections and methods for checking the over-all 

consistency of the results at various stages。 

2. As regards population projections^ it vas considered desirable that 

projections should be given on a country basis and should include a breakdown of 

the population by age and sex. Population data should be available on a mid-year 

basis. Reference was made to the possibility of studying future trends in the 

number of households. 

3# For the preparation of income projections^ estimates of total private 

consumption had been arrived at after making certain deductions from the projected 

gross national product, prepared from estimates of the size of the total labour 

forcej the percentage of the labour force employed and the average number of 

working hours per annum per fully employed person and the productivity per 

man-hour• The last figure seemed to Ъе the weakest point in the estimates prepared 

in this way. 

IK It was considered that the chances of errors In making commodity projections 

were smaller when dealing with broad groups of commodities rather than single 

commodities^ and that published projections should refer only to groups of 

countries, although the basic computations should be made preferably on a country 

basis* 

5# It was noted that projections of the final demand for non-durable items, 

especially food, depended partly on estimates of the influence of income, prices 

and other factors such as income redistribution and advertising. As regards the 

relationship between income and consumption, valuable information might be obtained 

from an analysis of household survey data, as was being done Ъу FAO, Such resulte 

should, however, always Ъе checked with those derived from analysing chronological 
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series, whenever available• Price elasticities were at present computed for only 

a few countries• For food, intermediate demand at the farm level could be 

ascertained from this final demand without too much difficulty. For most non-food 

items, on the other hand, the relationship between final demand and intermediate 

demand was more complex, and end-use and input-output methods were used. 

6. Consideration was given to the making of production projections independently 

of demand projections. Projections of yields and projections of total volume of 

agricultural production were both considered in this connexion. It did not appear 

feasible^ in the long run, to make production projections independently of demand 

projections. In the case of Industrial production^ some assistance could be 

obtained from long-term investment programnee and from estimates of the rate of 

increase of productivity. 

7 . In view of the interdependence of the variables involved in the proceee of 

economic grovth, it appeared important to check the over麵all consistency of the 

model used for the purpose of the projections. Projections for limited sectors 

of the economy should Ъе checked vith the over-all model of economic development. 

For certain countries the input-output matrix could Ъе used for this purpose. 

6 . It was considered desirable that personal contacts should be maintained among 

the various officers working on these projects and that papers be exchange 

informally. It vas agreed that a general bibliography should be prepared. 

Although attention vas largely centred on European data, it was felt that in future 

special attention should be given to other regions 
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ANNEX IV 

G R E A T E R P U B L I C I T Y F O R I N T E R N A T I O N A L E C O N O M I C , SOCIAL 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVITIES 

1. In resolution 1335 (XIII) the General Assembly, Inter alia, underlined the 
importance of placing greater emphasis than heretofore "upon enlisting the 

co-operation of Governments of Member States, privately-owned mass media of 

information, private institutions, non-governmental organizations, end educators 

in the programme of informing the peoples of the world of the Ifeited Nations and 

its activities", Similarly, at its tventy-second session； in 195^^ the Economic 

and Social Council laid stress, in connexion witJ). providing greater publicity for 

the economic and social work not only of the tioited Nations but also of the 

specialized agencies, on the importance of national information services and on 
i / 

the co-operation of non-governmental organizations in this regard,-' 

2. ACC recalls that in reporting to the Council, in 1956, on action which should 

be taken Ъу Governments to provide greater publicity for the economic and social 

work of the United Nations family, it pointed o u t ^ that, in becoming a member of 

the United Nations or of a specialized agency, each Government undertook to 

realize the çbjectives of the Organization Ъу all possible means, and that, since 

broad public understanding of the work of the United Nations and the agencies was 

essential to the achievement of these objectives, action Ъу Governments to help 

their citizens to get the necessary information should therefore fo'J.ow through 

whatever machinery Goverianents mi曲 t possess for the purpose. 

3. ACC consider that, in order that governmental machinery may increase its part 
in the spread of knowledge about the economic and social activities of the Itoited 

Nations family, it would Ъе useful if the following could Ъе taken into account ： 

(a) There is a vital need for wider and regular dissemination Ъу Governments 

of information on economic and social problems and on United Nations and 

agency programmes and achievements in thete fields. 

(b) Importance must Ъе attached to aid by educators in all parts of the 

world. In this connexion it is recalled, that General Assembly 

1/ Council resolution 630 (XXII)， Annex, para. 17 . 

2/ E/2884, Annex, para, 9. 
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resolution 1335 (XIII) referred to educators within the context of "enlisting 
the co-operation of Ctovernments of Member States". 
(c) The executive heads of the №lted Nations and the agencies would Ъе 
in a better position to assist national activities if plans for action by 
Information and education services In various countries for increased 
publicity through press, broadcasting, television, films, educational 
institutions and non-governmental organizations were made known promptly to 
the agencies. For example, if in one country it were decided to hold a 
national conference of representatives of public information media and of 
educators to ascertain how information and teaching about the ISaiteoL Nations 
and the agencies could be Intensif!ed, the secretariats of the Ifaited Nations 
and the agencies could be of assistance if required. 
(d) It would help to increase publicity about the есопотйс, social and 
human rights activities of the United Nations and the agencies if Governments 
found it possible to assist local non-governmental organizations to adapt, 
translate^ reproduce and in other ways to distribute information on relevant 
activities of the l№ited Nations and the agencies. 
In resolution 1535 (XIII), the General Assembly noted that, within budgetary 

limitations imposed by the Assembly, the Secretary-General should make available 
objective and factual information concerning the programmes of the United Nations 
in informing all peoples of the world through any appropriate media regarding ite 
activities. The means at the disposal of the United Nations and the agencies for 
providing information in the economic and social fields, as well as their plane 
for developing these means, were reported on to the Council Ъу ACC in 1956•乏, 
5. Further plans have been elaborated in this regard Ъу the Consultative 
Committee on Public Information^ under the auspices of ACC, and may Ъе summarised 
as follows: 

(a) The estábilslment of an External Relations Division in the Ifeited 
Nations Office of Public Information should result in strengthening services 
to field operations and extending closer co-operation between the Office of 
Public Information and the agencies, directed towards integrated efforts in 

E/288红，Annex, paras. 1-7. 
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all parts of the world. This approach of 3haring common services to the 

fullest extent possible, of joint missions whenever practicable and of asking 

one agency to act on behalf of all where^ for geographic or other reasons^ 

this is feasible^ will meet the requirement of paragraph 1 of General Assembly 

resolution 1535 (XIII), in which the Assembly decided "to give effect in 1959 

in so far as practicable to those recommendations made by the Committee of 

Experts on United Nations Public Information and to any other means vhich^ in 

the opinion of the Secretary-General, vill further the objectives … • • vith the 

maximum of effectiveness at the lowest possible cost"
ç 

(b) In the field of visual services, the United Nations Film Board has 

decided to undertake, as a joint activity, work aiming at the production of 

tvo films, a film strip and a catalogue of films. These productions are 

intended for groups particularly interested in economic and social activities 

of the United Nations and the agencies. 

(c) It was agreed to imderte-ks jointly a publicizing of the tenth anniversary 

of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance^ a giving of appropriate 

assistance to the World Refugee Year； and to join vith ILO in drawing attention 

to its fortieth anniversary. Note was also taken of plans for an International 

Health and Medical Research Year (i960) and a Free the World from Hunger 

Campaign (1965)* It was felt that such advance consideration will permit all 

agencies to oontribute whatever assistance may be rendered in the common 

interest• 

6. An opportunity is regularly provided for all agencies to discusô public 

information operations and activities vith the Directors of United Nations 

Information Centres from posts in all parts of the world. These consultations give 

valuable авв!stance tove.rds a closer integration of inter-agency effort at the field 

level, and arrangements have Ъееп made to keep agencies regularly informed of 

developing opportunities of outlets in the regions through Information Centres. 

7. In this connexion great benefit should result from the United Nations policy 

of greater emphasis on field operations reflected, among other vays, in the decision 

to reassign a number of radio and visual officers from United Nations Headquarters 

to field posts vhere the greatest opportunities for publicity can be foreseen• It 

is noted that an increasing proportion of operational funds is being made avallahla -

for production of materials in various regional Centres• 
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Ô, The agencies are jointly seeking other functional fields for closer joint 

working arrangements leading to greater efiloiency and economy. Publications, 

promotion of sales and circulation，the location ô-nà. effectiveness of depository 

libraries and ¿oint documentation centres throughout гпс world are among those 

yjnàer consideration. After further examination Ъу working partie〜ACC may Ъе 

in a position to inform the Council what further individual or concerted action 

may be taken. 

9, The competent officers of the various organizations have also discussed at 

sème length the suggestion made in the Experts' report on possible exchange of 

information personnel• While these suggestions were accepted in principle^ it 

vas felt that for practical and administrative reasons it is often more economical 

and effective to place emphasis on exchange or common use of facilities and 

services amongst the various United Nations agencies rather than on exchanges ot 

officers themselves, elthough there have been serveral such cases.• During peak 

periods at conferences, for instance, staffs of the Ifaited Nations and the agendee 

have worked together vithout distinction as to agency affiliations. There are 

also a nvimber of cases where there has Ъееп secondment on a relatively long-term 

basis. Finally, when staff vacancies are being filled in an agency, experience 

within the United Nations family of agencies is given special weight by employment 

officers• 

10. The working arrangements and pooling of services and resources on agreed 

occasions, as discussed above, are essential preliminaries to the carrying out of 

information programmes on common themes. While the thematic approach has been used 

regularly by most of the agencies individually, these new arrangements vill make 

possible a broader basis for inter-agency co-operation, and thus provide for a 

more effective participation in the elaboration of common themes in all cases vhere 

this may Ъе useful and appropriate. 


